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The conference is addressed to doctoral students, junior and senior researchers and others
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the Programme for Doctoral Education in Health Care Science at Karolinska Institutet,
the Swedish Institute for Health Sciences (Vårdalinstitutet),
the Swedish Society of Nursing.
As hosts of this conference, we welcome all of you and look forward to a fruitful conference.
On behalf of the organizing committee

Gerd Ahlström
The Swedish Institute for Health Sciences
(Vårdalinstitutet)

Lena von Koch
Karolinska Institutet
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Innovations and learning in health care

November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 14.00

A Swedish version of the Spinal Cord Injury Falls Concern Scale –
translation, adaptation and validation
Butler Forslund E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Jörgensen V, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden / Oslo University, Oslo, Norway; Wahman K, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Skavberg Roaldsen K, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Franzén E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Fear of falling is strongly linked to falls among the elderly population and is commonly assessed with the Falls Efficacy Scale International (FES-I). However, this scale assesses the concern
about falling related to daily activities in ambulating individuals and not wheelchair users. Recently, the
Spinal Cord Injury Falls Concern Scale (SCI-FCS) was developed based on the FES-I however adapted for
wheelchair using individuals with SCI.
AIM: This study aimed to translate the SCI-FCS to Swedish, culturally adapt it and investigate its validity
in individuals with SCI.
METHOD: The SCI-FCS was translated and back-translated according to Guillemins guidelines. Discrepancies were discussed and solved by a panel of experts in SCI rehabilitation consisting of different professionals as well as persons with SCI. The scale was thereafter tested in 15 individuals with SCI with varied
ages (26-66 yrs), type of injuries (C5-L1 and A-D), time since injury (1.5 -35 yrs) and background and
thereafter revised it into its final version. The validation process is ongoing in conjunction with a prospective cohort study of 200 individuals with SCI. Concurrent validity will be explored by correlating SCIFCS ranks to level of SCI injury, history of falls, Downtown Fallrisk Index, dependence in vertical transfers and sitting balance.
RESULT: Minor cultural adaptation was performed due to differences in climate in the item concerning
pushing wheelchair on different surfaces. The instrument has shown high face validity and is easy to administer for both physiotherapists and subjects. Preliminary results from 22 individuals with SCI showed
that all but one had fallen in the recent year and seven had injuries due to falls. The majority rated their
concern for falling as little concerned in relation to most of the activities. The most concern were found
during activities such as pushing wheelchair on uneven, slippery surfaces or curbs, transferring oneself into
the car and lifting heavy objects. Further results will be presented in November.
CONCLUSION: The SCI-FCS has successfully been translated to Swedish and culturally adapted and is
now being validated.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 14.15

Speech recognition in nursing documentation-review of the literature
Danielsson-Ojala R, University of Turku, Turku, Finland / Hospital District of Southwest Finland,
Turku, Finland; Lundgren-Laine H, University of Turku, Turku, Finland / Hospital District of Southwest
Finland, Turku, Finland; Salanterä S, University of Turku, Turku, Finland / Hospital District of Southwest
Finland, Turku, Finland.
AIM: Nurses are spending up to 19% of their time documenting. The aim of this study was three fold:
1. Is it possible to reduce the time of nursing documentation with using voice technology.
2. Is it possible to increase the accuracy of nursing documentation with speech recognition and
3. How widely speech recognition technology is used in nursing documentation.
METHOD: We made a literature search in two databases PubMed and Chinal with search words “speech
recognition” OR “voice recognition” AND nurs*. The search was limited to title/abstract in PubMed and
to title in Chinal. The search gave us 19 and 235 results respectively. To this review we accepted 25 articles
witch concerned the use of “from speech to text” computer programs in nursing documentation and not
articles describing patients with speech difficulties caused by different diseases.
RESULT: In most studies speech recognition was used in the simulation cases instead of the real documentation situation. In many studies the nurses were given only a small amount of words that they could use
with a template when testing speech recognition, they were not allowed to speak freely. There were only a
small amount of nurses testing the speech recognition. In most cases the multimodality was used, that is
speech recognition was combined with tablet or personal computers. The results revealed that nurses found
the speech recognition and multimodality very useful. The most important for the nurses was time saving
and better accuracy in their documentation. If other language than English was used in the study, the error
rate of the recognized words remained too high from 75% to 90%.
CONCLUSION:. With speech recognition and multimodality it is possible to reduce the time nurses
spend on documentation. The documentation is often more accurate when speech recognition is used. But
speech recognition in nursing documentation is seldom used and only a little researched subject.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 14.30

Validity and reliability of structured observation method:
an example of a study on medication related problems in hospital
Härkänen M, University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland; Turunen H, University of Eastern
Finland, Kuopio, Finland; Vehviläinen-Julkunen K, University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland.
AIM: The aim of this presentation is to describe how validity and reliability of structured observation
method was evaluated and improved during observational study of registered nurses’ medication process in
clinical practice.
METHOD: An observation form was developed, and its face validity and content validity were tested
in an expert panel of 12 people (two physicians, five pharmacists and five registered nurses). A multiprofessional (nursing science, clinical medicine and hospital pharmacy) research team had beeen working
in collaboration since the planning of the study. The observation form was further developed by the group.
Two observers were trained for data collection. The inter-rater reliability of observers was tested during the
pre-testing of the form and the data collection method. The validity of the results was also improved by
evaluating and classifying all observations in multi-professional research team.
RESULT: The expert panel assessed the face validity of the observation form on the level as good (12/12).
The form was found to be wide-ranging and practical. The CVI (content validity index), which was mean
CVR (content validity ratio) of all variables of the form, was 0.59. A total of 9 variables were removed after
the evaluation, and the CVI of form’s developed version was 0.66. The cross-sectional, prospective, observational study was conducted in four different wards in one university hospital in Finland between April
and May 2012. Observations by two observers were made to see how 32 registered nurses administered
1058 medicines to 122 patients. The percentage of the two observers’ consensus was calculated after pretest, and the inter-rater reliability between observers was r=0.87.
CONCLUSION: A systematic development process and a validated structured observation method provided credible data of the registered nurses’ medication process and medication related problems. The data
can be used for learning about problems and for identifying possible changes in clinical practice of medication implementation.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 14.45

The role of psychological need satisfaction and self-determined
motivation for physical activity and self-esteem
Weman-Josefsson K, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden / Halmstad University,
Halmstad, Sweden; Lindwall M, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden; Ivarsson A, Halmstad
University, Halmstad, Sweden.
AIM: Regular exercise habits has proven to benefit human health. According to Self-determination Theory
(SDT; Deci & Ryan, 1985, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2002), self-determined motivation has been hypothesized
to mediate the link between psychological need fulfillment and behavioral outcomes in exercise behavior.
This study aimed to examine a) theoretically derived hypotheses about the relations between the latent
constructs of psychological needs, self-determined motivation, physical activity behaviour and self-esteem
b) the mediational role of self-determined motivation in association with psychological needs with exercise
and self-esteem c) gender and age differences in the aforementioned associations.
METHOD: In a Cross-sectional design, adult active members (N=1091) of an internet-based physical
activity program between 18 and 78 years of age completed a test battery consisting of The Basic Psychological Needs in Exercise Scale (BPNES; Vlachopoulos & Michailidou, 2006), The Behavioral Regulation
in Exercise Questionnaire-2 (BREQ-2; Markland & Tobin, 2004), Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire
(LTEQ; Godin & Shephard, 1985) and five positively worded items from Rosenberg Self-Esteem Inventory (Rosenberg, 1989).
RESULT: Need satisfaction predicted self-determined motivation which in turn predicted exercise and
self-esteem as outcomes, especially for women and older adults. Self-determined motivation mediated the
association between need satisfaction and outcomes, and this mediation effect was stronger for women and
older adults.
CONCLUSION: The results confirm the hypotheses regarding mediation and contribute to the on-going
discussion of the complexity of exercise motivation and behavioural and affective outcomes. A valuable
implication is that it seems important to consider moderating factors (e.g. gender and age) when designing
exercise interventions. Such findings may not only bring important information to the more theoretical
understanding of SDT based models of exercise but also serve as an informative compass or guide to increase adherence in exercise and lifestyle interventions for specific populations (e.g., younger women, older
adults).
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 15.00

Experiences of using mixed methods for testing validity and reliability
in a clinical tool on patient participation
Luhr K, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden; Holmefur M, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden;
Nilsson U G, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden; Eldh A C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: Although ‘patient participation’ has been a health care priority for years, a common definition including patients’ experiences is yet sought. A clinical tool has recently been developed, primarily for long-term
health care interactions. A research version of the tool contained three sections, for the patient to 1) define,
2) prioritize, and 3) evaluate patient participation using 12 predefined, recurrent items. This presentation
comprises the use of mixed methods to test the tool, illustrating the test with one item; ‘being listened
to as a patient by the health care staff’, an aspect rarely focused in health care legislation and policies yet
important to patients for participation.
METHOD: Mixed methods were used to evaluate validity and reliability. Content and face validity was
evaluated by Think Aloud interviews with researchers (n=10) and patients (n=11) experienced in patient
participation, later analysed with content analysis. Patients (n=110) with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease and/or heart failure responded to the different sections of the tool before and after multiple health
care contacts. Reliability coefficients were calculated using Kappa (κ), weighted Kappa (κw) and Prevalence
and Bias Adjusted Kappa (PABAK).
RESULT: The item was considered relevant, even essential, for a patient participation tool and to capture
reciprocity, an important issue in patient participation. Further, the item was easy to understand and of
interest to respond to. Test-retest reliability for the item in section 1 showed κ=0.13 with a complementary
PABAK of 0.67. For section 2 and 3 κw=0.33 and 0.56 and PABAK=0.68 and 0.73 respectively.
Agreement for the item between section 1 and 2 showed κ= 0.21 and PABAK of 0.70, thus demonstrating
satisfactory agreement.
CONCLUSION: By mixed methods, we found that the item 1) was of high relevance for patient participation by capturing the concept, and 2) was of clinical relevance for patients in health care interactions,
and 3) showed stability. This was also the case for other items of the tool. The findings support the benefits
of combining qualitative and quantitative methods when testing a clinical tool.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 15.15

The development of knowledge test for spine surgery patients
Kesänen J, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Leino-Kilpi H, University of Turku, Turku, Finland;
Lund T, Hospital Orton, Helsinki, Finland; Montin L, Orton Research Institute, Helsinki, Finland; Valkeapää
K, University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
AIM: The aim of the present study was to develop a Knowledge Test for Spine Surgery Patients (KTSSP)
to assess the empowering effect of preoperative knowledge. The assumption was that sufficient level of
knowledge promotes recovery. Further, we hypothesized that testing the patients’ knowledge level provides
information of his or her cognitive resources.
METHOD: The development of KTSSP was based on a six-dimensional framework of patient empowerment.
Based on a literature review, 58 different items were generated. Out of these, the first expert panel (nursing
scientists) selected 28 items according to known dimensions of empowering knowledge. Some items were
reworded to ensure univocal meaning of true and false.
The second expert panel assessed the relevance and clarity of the selected items. The calculated content validity index (CVI) for three items was less than 0.6. The items were then further reworded. One item was
considered too frightening, and subsequently omitted. No missing areas of information were identified.
The patient panel rated all items CVI to be at least 0.80. The panel highlighted deficiencies in exerciserelated content. However, due to lack of consensus among spine surgeons regarding postoperative exercise,
no changes to the test were made.
RESULT: The KTSSP consists of 27 items and 6 subscales according to the empowering knowledge: the
bio-physical (9 items; e.g. etiology, symptoms, treatment, complications), functional (6 items; e.g. mobility, rehabilitation, rest, nutrition), social (3 items; patient unions, family and work), experiential (3 items;
emotions, attitude), ethical (3 items; patient rights, participation in decision making and confidentiality),
and financial (3 items; costs and social benefits). The responses to each item were scaled as either true, false
or don´t know.
CONCLUSION: We have developed the first version of KTSSP to measure the preoperative knowledge
level of patients undergoing low back surgery, as well as to assess their educational needs. In the future, the
test described herein will be validated and piloted for patient education.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 16.00

Users searching for schizophrenia and psychosis on YouTube
Athanasopoulou C, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Hätönen H, University of Turku, Turku,
Finland; Välimäki M, University of Turku, Turku, Finland / Hospital District of Southwest Finland, Turku,
Finland.
AIM: The aim of this study is to describe what kind of videos can be found when users search information
about schizophrenia and psychosis on YouTube.
METHOD: The search terms ‘schizophrenia’ (σχιζοφρένεια) and ‘psychosis’ (ψύχωση) in Greek language
were searched on YouTube. The first twenty generated search results for both keywords were retrieved and
saved, as well as their videos. Excluded were the search results which were channels, videos not in Greek
language, and duplicates. For the included videos basic information were collected such as: 1) video category, 2) year of video upload, 3) number of views, 4) number of likes, 5) number of dislikes, 6) number of
favorites, 7) top location, 8) gender, 9) age group, or 10) or number of comments. The data were categorized and analyzed by descriptive statistics (f, %).
RESULT: Out of 40 videos, 37 videos were included in the analysis (92.5%). Most of the videos were categorized under ”music” (n=21, 56.8%), six under ”education” (16.2%), and three under ”film or animation” (8.1%). In year 2011 the most videos were uploaded (n=13, 35.1%), while the least in 2008 (n=1,
2.7%). The number of views was mostly between 100-1.000 (n=14, 37.8%), the number of likes among
1-10 (n=19, 51.4%), while the number of dislikes was zero in 59.5% of the cases. Videos were favored mostly in range 1-10 (n=15, 57.7%), and top location among video viewers was Greece. Users were
more probably male (n=13, 56.5%), aged 45-54 (n=11, 47.8%). Most videos had 1-50 comments (n=18,
48.6%).
CONCLUSION: When a Greek user searches YouTube for schizophrenia or psychosis, she/he will most
probably find music videos, while the number of educational videos related to the disorder is limited.
More research is needed to investigate how mental disorders are presented in highly-visited websites like
YouTube. This could raise the awareness about the importance of presenting medical conditions as ”schizophrenia” and ”psychosis” in an objective way, and having useful, reliable mental health information
available for online health-seekers. Further, this information can be used to develop interventions to decrease stigma related to mental illness.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 16.15

Development of a tool for assessing physiotherapy students’ clinical
reasoning with focus on patients’ behavioural change
Elvén M, Mälardalen University, Västerås/Eskilstuna, Sweden; Hochwälder J, Mälardalen University,
Västerås/Eskilstuna, Sweden; Dean E, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; Söderlund A,
Mälardalen University, Västerås/Eskilstuna, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this study was to describe the development process from a new conceptual model to an
innovative web-based tool for assessing physiotherapy (PT) students’ clinical reasoning (CR) with focus on
integration of factors of significance for patients’ activity-related behaviour and behavioural change.
METHOD: The web-based tool has been developed in several phases and with different methods:
1) Development of a conceptual model of CR with focus on patients’ behaviour and behavioural change.
The model is based on theories, previous research and focus group interviews with PT students from a
programme with behavioural medicine profile.
2) Operationalization of the model’s concepts and transfer to items in the tool. Construction of questions,
scales and technological development. Feasibility study.
3) Delphi study with PTs with expertise in behavioural medicine analysing the relevance of the content of
the assessment tool.
RESULT: The conceptual model shows that Clinical Reasoning with focus on patients’ Activity-Related
Behaviour and Behavioural change (CRABB) is a cognitive, collaborative and context influenced process
including input, analysis, problem formulation and problem solving. Throughout the process the PT uses
knowledge, cognition and metacognition and takes into account physical, psychological and social factors
relevant for the patient’s activity-related behaviour. Furthermore, CRABB includes PTs’ skills in assessment
and intervention to promote patients’ behavioural change. All aspects of the model will be operationalized
in the tool. An upcoming Delphi study will contribute to validation of the tool.
CONCLUSION: Both the theoretical model and the web-based tool for assessing PT students’ CR with
focus on patients’ activity-related behaviour and behavioural change will support both PT education and
the profession’s future development.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 16.30

Nurse students’ experiences of learning in clinical skills laboratory:
the bridge between university and clinical settings
Ewertsson M, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden; Allvin R, Örebro University Hospital, Örebro, Sweden;
Holmström I, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden; Blomberg K, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: The last decade, many artificial learning environments such as Clinical skill laboratories (CSL) has been developed. They constitute an arena where students can learn and practice different
skills. It is no longer justified to practice on patients when this can be achieved in simulated learning environments. Today’s increasingly high-technology healthcare demand considerable knowledge. It is therefore
necessary to identify the role of CLS for optimizing students’ learning.
AIM: The aim of this study was to describe nurse students’ experiences of learning in clinical skill laboratory.
METHOD: The study had a qualitative descriptive design. Data were collected through interviews.
Sixteen nurse students in semester four from a university in Sweden were included. The students had
recently completed their clinical practice in general medical- or surgical wards. The interviews focused on
students’ experience of how education and skills training at CLS contributed to their awareness of security issues in methods and techniques, and critical thinking during clinical practice. A qualitative content
analysis was used.
RESULT: The analysis resulted in an overall theme, ”The Clinical Skill Laboratory constitutes the bridge
between the university and the clinical settings in which students integrate theory and practice as well as
develop a reflective stance”. The overall theme was based on four categories: “Condition for learning”,
“Strategies for learning”, “Development of professional and personal competence”, “Tension between learning in CSL versus clinical practice”.
CONCLUSION: The CSL is an important learning area connecting university and clinical settings.
Students develop knowledge as well as a reflective and questioning stance through CLS activities. This
endows them with the ability to critically review different ways of performing clinical methods.
Discrepancies between learning in CSL and in clinical settings exist. It might be to an extent that provokes
a negative feeling of tension. In order to promote students’ learning, it is a pedagogical challenge to raise
an increased joint understanding of students’ learning needs both in CSL and in clinical settings.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 16.45

Non-standardized abbreviations common in dietetic notes
in Swedish patient records
Lövestam, E, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; Andersson, A, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
AIM: The purpose of the patient record is to ensure a patient safe care with high quality, as well as serving
as an information source for the patient. Thus the patient record must be clearly written in a way that is
easily understood by both care professionals and patients. Most guidelines therefore recommend the avoidance of abbreviations, except for those listed in the Glossary of the Swedish Academy (SAOL), the Swedish Writing Rules by the Language Council of Sweden or different medical terminologies. The aim of this
study was to explore the use of abbreviations used in notes in patient records written by Swedish dietitians.
METHOD: A retrospective audit of 147 systematically collected dietetic notes was performed using
content analysis. All abbreviations in the notes were listed and analyzed in the program NVivo. They were
than compared to the lists of approved abbreviations in the SAOL and the Swedish Writing Rules.
RESULT: In total, 595 abbreviations were found in the 147 dietetic notes, of which 174 were unique. Of
those 174 unique abbreviations, three (1 %) were found in the SAOL and nine (5 %) were found in the
Swedish Writing Rules. A lot of the non-standardized abbreviations were found difficult to interpret, e.g.
“blskr” and “FKB”. Many abbreviations had different meanings in different notes, e.g. “L” which could
mean both “liter” and “lunch”.
CONCLUSION: Abbreviations used in the audited dietetic notes were common and the majority of them
did not meet the criteria stated in guidelines. Abbreviations are a way of accelerating the task of documentation, which is often performed during time pressure. However, if the documented notes can be misunderstood by others than the person who wrote it, patient safety is clearly impaired and non-standardized
abbreviations are likely to increase that risk. The possibility for patients to read their own patient record is
today opened up in Sweden due to the increased use of e-record systems, which makes this issue of certain
interest. The guidelines of avoiding non-standardized abbreviations should therefore be further emphasized
in the development of documentation quality and patient safety among dietitians.
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November 13th, 2013, room MICRO, time 17.00

The challenges of everyday technology
in the workplace for persons with acquired brain injury
Kassberg A-C, Division of Primary Rehabilitation Luleå, The County Council of Norrbotten, Luleå,
Sweden / Department of Health Sciences, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden; Prellwitz M,
Department of Health Sciences, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden; Larsson-Lund M, Department
of Health Sciences, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden / Department of Community Medicine and
Rehabilitation, Occupational Therapy, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden.
AIM: To explore and describe how persons with an acquired brain injury (ABI) managed the everyday
technology (ET) that they needed to use in their workplace and how this use influences their opportunities
to work.
METHOD: Nine persons with an ABI were interviewed and observed when managing ET in their workplace. The data were analyzed qualitatively with a constant comparative method.
RESULT: The main category, The challenge of managing ET in workplace consisted of three categories, all
of which reflected different kinds of discrepancies between the participants ability to manage ET and the
demands that ET imposes on them in work: Struggling with ET to be able to continue to work; Depending on strategies to cope with ET to continue in a particular profession and Managing ET at work but
concerned about keeping up with the changes.
CONCLUSION: The result revealed discrepancies between the abilities of the persons with ABI to manage ET in relation to the demands that technology imposed on them in their work setting. This indicated
that professionals need to consider the role of ET when designing interventions supporting a persons’
return to work after an ABI.
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November 14th, 2013, room MICRO, time 8.30

Patients’ reported reasons for non-use
of an Internet-based patient-provider communication service
Varsi C, Center for Shared Decision Making and Collaborative Care Research, Oslo University
Hospital, Oslo, Norway; Gammon D, Center for Shared Decision Making and Collaborative Care Research,
Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway / Norwegian Centre for Integrated Care and Telemedicine, University Hospital in North Norway, Tromsø, Norway; Wibe T, Abildsø Nursing home, Center for Development of
Institutional Home Care Services in Oslo, Oslo, Norway; Ruland C M, Center for Shared Decision Making and
Collaborative Care Research, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway / Faculty of Medicine, University of Oslo,
Oslo, Norway.
INTRODUCTION: The adoption of Internet-based patient–provider communication services (IPPC)
into health care has been slow. Patients want electronic communication, and the quality of health care can
be improved by offering IPPCs. However, the rate of enrollment in such services remains low and the
reasons for this are unclear. Knowledge about the barriers to use is valuable when implementing IPPCs
into the health care services, and can help timing, targeting and tailoring IPPCs to different groups of
patients.
AIM: To investigate patients’ views about an IPPC that they could use from home to pose questions to
nurses and physicians at their treatment facility, and their reported reasons for non use of the service.
METHOD: Qualitative study based on individual interviews with 22 patients who signed up for but did
not use the IPPC.
RESULT: Patients appreciated the availability and the possibility of using the IPPC at need, even if they
did not make use of it. Their reported reasons for not using the IPPC fall into three main categories: they
felt that they were not in need of the IPPC and had sufficient access to information elsewhere; they preferred other types of communication such as telephone or face-to-face contact; or they were hindered by
IPPC attributes such as log-in problems.
CONCLUSION: Patients were satisfied with having the opportunity to send messages to health care
providers through an IPPC, even if they did not make use of the service. IPPCs should be offered to the
patients at an appropriate time in the illness trajectory, both when they are in need of the service, and
when they are receptive for information about the service. A live demonstration of the IPPC at the point
of enrollment might have increased its use.
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Patientreported postoperative recovery after colorectal cancer surgery
in the era of ERAS
Jakobsson J, Malmö University / Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden; Idvall E, Malmö University, Malmö, Sweden; Wann-Hansson C, Malmö University, Malmö, Sweden / The Swedish Institute for Health
Sciences, Department of Health Sciences, Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in the world. The concept Enhanced Recovery After Surgery, ERAS was developed in the late 1990’s aiming to optimize postoperative
recovery for patients undergoing colorectal surgery. The concept has been adopted worldwide and advantages as decreased morbidity, postoperative complications, length of hospital stay and economical costs
has been demonstrated. However, few studies focusing on recovery and postoperative symptoms from the
patient’s perspective have been performed.
AIM: The aim is to explore patient reported postoperative symptoms and recovery at discharge and one
month after surgery in patients who has undergone colorectal cancer surgery and being cared for according
to the ERAS-concept.
METHOD: Patients with colorectal cancer planned for elective surgery according the ERAS-concept at
a University hospital in Southern Sweden were consecutively invited to the study. Inclusion criteria were
colorectal cancer, elective surgery and care according to the ERAS-concept. Patients were excluded if they
could not understand or speak Swedish or if they were not expected to be able to answer questionnaires. A
questionnaire containing the instruments State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) and Euroqol 5D (EQ5D)
was given to the patient one week preoperatively. A second questionnaire including STAI and the Postoperative Recovery Profile (PRP) was given at discharge. One month after surgery a third questionnaire with
STAI, EQ5D and PRP was sent home to the patients together with a prepaid envelope. Additional data
was collected from the patients’ medical records.
RESULT: In all, 201 of 267 patients during October 2011-February 2013 accepted to participate in the
study. 108 (53.5%) were men and 93 (46.0%) were women with a mean age of 69 years. Rectalcancer was
most frequent (n=105, 52.0%) followed by colonic cancer (n=38, 18.8%). Median length of stay was 9
days with a range between 3 and 70 days. 124 (61.4%) patients had prolonged hospital stay due to retention and nausea or vomiting. Analysis is currently proceeding. Results will be presented at the conference.
CONCLUSION: Conclusions will be presented at the conference.
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Patient-centered care challenges nurses’ professional role.
Experiences of using an interactive tailored patient assessment
Børøsund E, Centre for Shared Decision Making and Collaborative Care Research, Oslo University
Hospital, Oslo, Norway; Ruland C M, Centre for Shared Decision Making and Collaborative Care Research,
Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway / Faculty of Medicine, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway; Moore S M,
Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, USA; Ekstedt M,
Royal Institute of Technology, KTH, School of Technology and Health, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: Despite evidence of the benefits of patient-centered care and communication, its integration in
clinical practice is challenging. Interactive tailored patient assessment (ITPA) tools can contribute to a
more patient-centered care approach. However, little research has examined the impact of such tools once
they have been implemented. The aim of this study is to explore nurses’ experiences of the benefits of and
barriers to using an ITPA called Choice, in cancer care one year after its implementation.
METHOD: Four focus group interviews with 20 nurses experienced in using the Choice application were
conducted. The data were analyzed using qualitative content analysis.
RESULT: Three themes emerged: (1)“Choice as facilitator for shared understanding and engagement in
own care,” with three sub-themes: preparing both patient and nurse for communication, shared engagement in care planning, and giving the patients a voice; (2) “enhancing the patient’s strengths,” with two
sub-themes: releasing patient’s internal strengths and confirming “normalcy” for the patient; and (3) “new
challenges for the nurse,” with four sub-themes: organizational challenges, interactions with technology, a
need for training in communication skills, and new ethical challenges.
CONCLUSION: Findings suggest that, from nurses’ perspectives, integration of ITPAs such as Choice in
clinical practice offers many benefits that can contribute to patient-centered care. However, to reap these
benefits, use of such tools must receive equal priority as other routines, and require sufficient time, space
and competence. In addition, one must be aware of dilemmas created when using Choice, such as nurses’
ambivalence regarded patients disclosure of sensitive issues and the nurses’ ability to respond to them.
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Re-admissions of the Elderly Medical Patients
Vinding K L, Clinical Research Center, Hvidovre Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.
INTRODUCTION: The statistics show that readmissions are a growing problem in the health care
systems in many different countries. It is not obvious why this is the case. Suggestions could be that it is
because of failed discharge, entirely new kinds of problems or because of planned readmissions.
AIM: To describe what is characterizing for, and the cause of, readmissions of the elderly acutely, and to
evaluate how these should be prevented.
METHOD: Data is used from the patients’ administrative system, Hvidovre Hospital Emergency Department. The data extracted is on readmissions within 7 days of release for patients > 65 years. Furthermore, a
qualitative journal audit was done from 100 patient records.
RESULT: The number of readmissions increased over a 3-year period.
Readmissions could be categorized as:
1. The discharge in the first admission was on request from the patient.
2. Readmissions as a consequence of a specialised hospital system.
3. Planned readmissions
4. Readmitions that were necessary because of inadequate patient assessment during the first admission.
5. Readmissions caused by poor discharge planning.
6. Readmissions caused by poor communication.
7. Readmissions caused by other reasons
CONCLUSION: The audit confirmed a need for specific definitions for each category in order to achieve
more transparency. In order to reduce the number of readmissions, different strategies must be applied.
Readmission in category 1 and 2 are not seen as preventable. But for the other categories this would be
possible.
The data work on this study is still ongoing and will be present in the poster.
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Can interactive video games promote physical activity and health
among persons with psychiatric disabilities?
An experimental single case study
Lassenius O, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Wiklund-Gustin L, Mälardalen University,
Västerås, Sweden / Narvik University College, Narvik, Norway / Åbo Academi University, Vasa, Finland;
Arman M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Söderlund, A, Mälardalen University, Västerås, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of the study is to investigate the feasibility of a study protocol, where interactive video
games are used as a caring activity to promote physical activity and perceived health among persons with
psychiatric disabilities. The objective is also to study the implementation process with the intention to
identify factors that are important for the organization and outcome of a future intervention study in a
larger scale.
METHOD: The study has an experimental single-case design with 2 participants (subjects) with psychiatric disabilities. Subjects were recruited among persons with psychiatric disabilities who have participated
in previous studies conducted by the authors and who are living in residential psychiatric settings in a
city of Sweden. The study includes a 1-week baseline period (A ¹) with evaluation at the beginning and
the end, followed by a 12-week training period (T) with three evaluations. During the training period,
subjects play the interactive video games based on an individually designed program. Three weeks after
completed period of training (T), a 1-week follow-up period (A²) with evaluation at the beginning and
the end is conducted. The duration of the whole study is 17 weeks with seven evaluations. The physical
activity is measured continously with an accelerometer (Actiwatch) and through Activity Diary. Prevalence
of psychiatric symptoms is measured with a self-assessment scale (SCL-90) and the perceived health and
life satisfaction is estimated by two different items (General Health, LiSat). Waist circumference and BMI
(body mass index) is measured continuously.
RESULT: Data collection is still ongoing. The results from the study cannot yet be presented in this
abstract. However, the intervention will be completed during the summer 2013, and results will be available before the conference in November. The preliminary inspection of data until now show promising
and interesting results.
CONCLUSION: As above.
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VAC® VS alginate treatment of deep perivascular wound infections
after vascular surgery in the groin. A prospective randomized study
Monsen C, Vascular Center, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö-Lund, Sweden; Wann Hansson C,
Department of Care Science, Malmö University, Malmö, Sweden / The Swedish Institute for Health Sciences,
Department of Health Sciences, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Wictorsson C, Vascular Center, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö-Lund, Sweden; Acosta S, Vascular Center, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö-Lund,
Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Vacuum assisted wound closure (VAC®) is a relatively new type of wound treatment
that seems to achieve a rapid wound healing and has been used for treatment of wound infections in the
groin after vascular surgery. However, there are few studies that have compared this type of treatment with
traditional wound care.
AIM: was to investigate whether there were differences in time to wound healing, hospital stay, number of
positive wound cultures, pain impact on daily life and quality of life with VAC® compared to modern traditional local wound care (alginate) in deep peri-vascular postoperative groin infections following vascular
surgery in the groin.
METHOD: The study was a prospective randomized controlled study, based on 20 patients, where ten
patients were randomized to VAC® therapy and ten to alginate. EuroQol 5D (EQ 5D) and Brief Pain
Inventory (BPI) were used for evaluation of quality of life and pain, respectively.
RESULT: The result showed that VAC® therapy healed the wound after a median time of 57 days, compared to 104 days in the alginate group (p=0.026). The VAC® group had a significantly higher estimate of
EQ 5D-index and EQ-VAS at the time of healed wound compared to start of study, which was not found
in the alginate group.
CONCLUSION: In conclusion, wound healing time is shorter after VAC® compared to alginate in the
treatment of deep peri-vascular infections in the groin after vascular surgery. Some quality of life benefits
of VAC® over alginate therapy was demonstrated which needs to be further studied.
Keywords: evaluation of pain, prospective randomized study, quality of life, surgical site infection, vacuum
assisted wound closure, vascular surgery, wound healing.
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A parental support programme to promote physical activity and dietary
habits and prevent overweight and obesity in children
Nyberg G, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Sundblom E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Norman Å, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Franzén S, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Bohman B, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Schäfer Elinder L, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: There is a lack of evidence-based childhood obesity prevention interventions targeting parents. A Healthy School Start is a parental support programme carried out in Stockholm county
with families who have relatively low socioeconomic status.
AIM: To study the effectiveness of a parental support programme based on social cognitive theory to promote dietary and physical activity habits and prevent obesity in children.
METHOD: The target group was parents with 6-year old children in pre-school class. The intervention
included 3 components over 6 months: Health information, Motivational interviewing and class room
activities for children with take-home activities to reach parents.
The study had a cluster-randomised design with a wait list control group. After baseline measurements,
randomisation was done at class level to intervention (n=7) and control (n=7). In total 243 children and
their parents participated. Primary outcome was physical activity, secondary outcomes were intake of indicator foods, BMIsds, total physical activity (TPA), time in moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA),
time spent sedentary, and parental self-efficacy. Physical activity was measured with accelerometry, dietary
habits and parental self-efficacy by validated questionnaires. Weight and height were measured. Measurements were taken at baseline, post-intervention and at 6-months follow up. Group differences were analysed by ANCOVA and Poisson regression adjusted for clustering, gender and baseline values.
RESULT: After the intervention girls in the intervention group had significantly higher TPA during
weekends compared to the girls in the control group (p=0.04). A significant effect was also seen in intake
of fruit and vegetables (p=0.04). A significant effect was found in mean change of BMIsds among children
with overweight or obesity. However, after 6 months these effects had vanished.
CONCLUSION: The programme has the potential of positively influencing dietary habits, physical activity and BMI in children.
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Description at baseline of a core set of outcome domains
in patients with chronic cervical radiculopathy
Halvorsen M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden / Department of Neurobiology, Care Sciences
and Society, Stockholm, Sweden / Division of Physiotherapy, Stockholm, Sweden; Peolsson A, Department of Medical Health Sciences, Physiotherpy, Faculty of Health Sciences, Linköping University, Linköping,
Sweden; Harms-Ringdahl K, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden, Department of Neurobiology, Care
Sciences and Society, Stockholm, Sweden / Division of Physiotherapy, Stockholm, Sweden; Dedering Å, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden / Department of Neurobiology, Care Sciences and Society, Stockholm, Sweden /
Division of Physiotherapy, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: to provide a comprehensive description of patients with chronic cervical radiculopathy regarding
pain (intensity, location, specific descriptors and qualities), physical-and emotional functioning. An additional aim was to evaluate if socioeconomic, psychosocial and quality of life variables, were more important
than gender in terms of chronic pain.
METHOD: A cross-sectional study with 144 patients with cervical pain and radiculopathy was conducted. The patients were at the same time included in a randomized controlled trial. Assessment was conducted through a multi-dimensional battery of outcomes measures to identify the patients’ characteristics
at baseline. Physical functioning: Neck Disability Index , pain rating with visual analogue scale, hand
strength with Jamar hand dynamometer, cervical range of motion with cervical range of motion device,
self-efficacy with the Self-Efficacy Scale. Emotional functioning: patient´s beliefs with the Fear-Avoidance
Beliefs Questionnaire , patients’ current pain fear of movement/ (re)injury with the Tampa Kinesiophobia
Scale patient´s current use of coping strategies with the Coping Strategies Questionnaire , depression and
anxiety with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, and health related quality of life with EuroQol
Health Survey (EQ-5D). Data of the patients’ socioeconomic, psychosocial variables and gender were also
collected.
RESULT: The results will be a description of the subjects´ physical- and emotional functioning, Neck
Disability Index, Self-Efficacy Scale, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, the Fear-Avoidance Beliefs
Questionnaire, the Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia, the Coping Strategies Questionnaire. Analysis was
made to determine the importance of the subjects’ gender, the socioeconomic and psychosocial and health
related quality of life variables in relation to the questionnaire data.
CONCLUSION: The core set of outcome domains can be helpful for research on the methodological
aspects of confirmatory chronic pain clinic trials, and provide more meaningful evaluations of treatments
for patients with cervical radiculopathy. The independent domains will be capturing the multidimensionality of pain experience.
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Thinking and acting in a new way,
influences on participants´ everyday life from a fall prevention program
Johansson E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Jonsson H, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden.
AIM: Preventive interventions that are able to address several factors and involve several different professional groups have had a proven effect in reducing the number of falls among the older population. In
Sweden a program were developed and named ” Active lifestyle all your life”, a multi-disciplinary program
aiming at the decrease of accidental falls and to promotion of the health benefits of staying engaged in
valued activities. As one important part of the evaluation of this new program and its feasibility, this paper
aims to explore and understand if, and how, participating in the program influenced each individual´s
everyday life narratives.
METHOD: Data was collected using a narrative approach with repeated interviews focusing on participation and engagement in valued activities in the context of accidental fall. The participants’ stories were
analyzed using thematic analysis.
RESULT: In this study the analysis revealed that increased awareness related to new ways of thinking
and acting within the informants was the most common used expression on how the program influenced
their everyday life. The increased awareness was experienced as going beyond the cognitive understanding
leading to a behaviour change. The areas and activities connected with the increased awareness varied
widely as it was closely intertwined with each individual’s everyday life and specific valued activities.
This result is in line with the idea of the program that fall prevention has to address a variety of aspects and
factors to be able to have significance for the individual and also underpin the adherence for the same. The
program was appreciated by the informants and contributed with an important social aspect extended to
an amplifier for learning and behavioural change within some of the individuals.
CONCLUSION: To conclude, we think this study supports the idea that this fall preventing program is
feasible for implementation in the primary care system as it builds on contemporary research addressing
the complex problem of fall prevention and through its active engaging form which creates opportunities
for behavioural change significantly important to the individuals at risk for accidental falls.
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Development and pilot test of an interactive mobile phone application
for patients with pancreatic cancer
Gustavell T, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Sundberg K, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Wengström Y, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Frank C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Browall M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Segersvärd R, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Langius-Eklöf A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: For immediate and continuous dialogue between patients and caregivers new
approaches in modern technology are encouraged today. Appropriate communication systems are needed
to enable patients to report events that health care providers may respond to effectively.
AIM: To develop and pilot test an interactive mobile phone application (Interactor) for assessment of
symptom distress, self-care advice and instant access to professionals for patients with pancreatic cancer
after surgical resection.
METHOD: Interactor contains symptom questions and self-care advice. The patient reports symptoms
daily and a nurse at the clinic is alerted via SMS of incoming readings that are considered to be of concern.
To determine the content in Interactor a scoping literature review was made along with individual interviews with patients (n=12) and focus group interviews (n=2) with professionals. The interviews started
with an open question about what symptoms the patients experience after surgery and how they handle
those followed by questions about what support they received, needed and wanted. Data were analyzed by
content analysis. The application will be pilot tested shortly.
RESULT: The literature review showed a lack of research focusing on self-care and symptoms after pancreaticoduodenectomy. The most common symptoms reported in the interviews were loss of appetite,
early satiety and diarrhea. Other common problems were fatigue and depression. Support from the health
care after discharge was described as being given a phone number to a contact nurse at the clinic in case of
questions. Additional support were by most patients not sought, however a lack of knowledge of symptom
management were identified in the interviews. Results of the pilot test will follow.
CONCLUSION: Patients with pancreatic cancer suffer from severe symptoms even after surgery and are
in need of increased knowledge about symptom management. An interactive tool such as Interactor offers
this by instant access to self-care advice and professionals.
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Associations between coping strategies and psychological
and health outcomes in patients with breast cancer: a meta-analysis
Bränström R, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Kvillemo P, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this meta-analysis was to determine the strength of the evidence for the effectiveness of
different coping strategies among breast cancer patients. Firstly, we were interested in examining which
types of coping that are related to psychological and physical well-being. Secondly, we wanted to explore
the potential moderating influence of situational (cancer stage, current treatment, time since diagnosis)
and measurement (cancer specific vs. dispositional) factors on the association between coping and outcomes.
METHOD: Studies from the US, Canada, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, published before 2010
in peer-reviewed scientific journals with a study sample of n ≥30 breast cancer patients in the age of ≥18
years, were selected. Additional inclusion criteria were quantitative measurement of coping types as well
as psychological or physical health outcomes. A correlation coefficient for different types of coping types
and outcomes was gathered or calculated from each study. Fixed effects models were used to calculate
effect sizes and these are presented as correlations. 62 articles were finally included and publication bias
was corrected for. Heterogeneity between studies was assessed with the Q statistic. Potential interactions
were tested when the Q statistics were significant.
RESULT: Acceptance and Positive Reappraisal were consistently related to more favorable outcomes in
people coping with breast cancer. Further, a large number of avoidant or disengagement coping strategies
including Alcohol/Drug Disengagement, Behavioral Disengagement, Escape/Avoidance, and Hopelessness
were consistently associated with less favorable outcomes. Over all, more approach forms of coping were
related to better outcomes, and more avoidant forms of coping were related to poorer outcomes. In a number of cases situational and measurement factors influenced the association between coping and outcome.
Over all, the effect sizes were small to medium.
CONCLUSION: The meta-analysis indicates that efforts to facilitate adaptation to stress, such as Acceptance and Positive Reappraisal, are particularly benificial in coping with stressors related to breast cancer.
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Body Awareness Therapy can improve balance in persons with stroke:
a pilot randomized controlled trial
Lindvall Arvidsson M L, Family Medicine Research Center, Örebro county council, School of Health
and Medical Sciences, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden; Forsberg A, Family Medicine Research Center,
Örebro county council, School of Health and Medical Sciences, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden.
AIM: After a stroke many persons have a decreased balance control. Body Awareness Therapy could be a
method to train balance, but have not been applied for persons with stroke. BAT includes movements to
enhance body awareness; movement behaviour, coordination, posture and balance. The purpose was to
assess the effect of BAT on balance and functional mobility in persons with stroke and to explore changes
in subjective health and balance confidence when performing daily activities.
METHOD: A randomised controlled study, with follow-up test at week 9 and 14 after the intervention
period was performed at four primary health care centers in Örebro County Council. The intervention was
BAT in group for 8 weeks. Inclusion criteria were persons >6 months since recent stroke, walking ability of
100 meters and subjectively experienced balance impairment. Primary outcome was the Bergs balance scale
(BBS). Secondary measures, functional mobility: TUG, TUGcog, Six minutes’ walk test, Timed stands
test; subjective health status: SF:36; and balance confidence: Activities - Specific Balance confidence (ABC)
scale. Differences between the groups were analyzed using independent sample t-test.
RESULT: A convenience sample of 46 people was included (mean age 64 years), 24 were randomized
to the intervention group and 22 to the control group. Significant differences in changed score on the
BBS were found between the intervention and the control group at the 9 weeks follow-up (p=0.01, mean
difference 2,67 points(95%CI 0.64-4.71)) and the 14 weeks follow-up (p=0.03, mean difference 2.31
points(95%CI 0.23-4.39)). At the 9 week follow-up significant improvements were found within the
intervention group on TUGcog,, (p=0.02), BBS (p<0.00), and Six-minute walk test(p=0.03). Improvement remained for the TUGcog, and the BBS at week 14. The control group had improved significantly
on TUGcog,, and Timed stands test at week 14. No significant differences were seen on the SF-36 or the
ABC scale.
CONCLUSION: The study shows that BAT is a possible method to improve balance in persons with
stroke in comparison with no intervention.
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Relaxing effects of acupuncture:
Genuine acupuncture effects or effects of the therapist’s communication
style?
Rosén A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Lekander M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm /
Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden; Enblom A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm / Linköping University,
Linköping, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: It is not known whether acupuncture provides relaxing effects in general population,
and if the effects are related to genuine characteristic of acupuncture or to the therapist’s interaction with
the individuals during treatment.
AIMS: To investigate short-term relaxation effects of acupuncture compared to sham acupuncture and to
investigate the effects of interaction style, where positive communication is strengthened or not. Further
aims were to determine expected and actual relaxation effects, and how individuals experienced the communication in terms of positivity.
METHOD: Voluntary adult individuals (n=254) were randomized to one treatment session for 30 minutes with a) genuine penetrating acupuncture in traditional acupuncture points or b) non-penetrating
sham needles in sham points. Within this two treatment groups, the individuals were randomized to two
implementation styles 1) neutral communication or 2) strengthening positive communication regarding
expectations concerning relaxing effects. Relaxation was measured directly before and after the treatment
with questions regarding muscle-tension, relaxation and stress, as were blood pressure, heart rate and
salivary cortisol. The individuals rated expected treatment effects before treatment, and rated afterwards
how they had experienced the therapist´s communication style regarding grade of positivity. The primary
outcome was the difference between the groups in change of experienced grade of relaxation after compared to before treatment.
RESULT: Preliminary analyses suggest that compliance with data collection was high, and further results
are under way.
CONCLUSION: A complex study design concerning treatment style, expectations and psychobiological
measurements is feasible and provides valuable information preceding a larger study of different therapists’
communication styles in a patient population.
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A randomized controlled study
of an electronic knowledge test of radiotherapy-education
Siekkinen M, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Ryhänen A, University of Turku, Turku, Finland;
Kesänen J, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Leino-Kilpi H, University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
AIM: The aim is to describe the content of empowering patient education (EPE) intervention research to
assess the effectiveness of an electronic Knowledge Test of Radiotherapy (the e-KTrt) patient education
method, on breast cancer patients’ cognitive and psychosocial outcomes.
METHOD: The single-blind randomised controlled study was conducted in the Turku University Hospital of Finland (2011-2012). Breast cancer patients (N = 364) 18 - 75 years, undergoing RT first time and
having availability to answer in Finnish to e-mailed and written questionnaires were randomized. Data was
collected pre RT (baseline), post RT and 3 months post RT. Questionnaires were KTrt, the Use of Information Sources, STAI and FACT-B.
RESULT: Eligible patients (n = 133) were randomized to receive the e-KTrt patient education and standard patient education (intervention group n = 65) or standard education (control group n = 63) by
researcher. A list of random numbers based on computer generated list was used for the randomization.
The first of the group of participants was allocated blindly, and thereafter every other participant alternately to groups in random order by the number 1 (control group) or 2 (intervention group) of the list. The
educational assignment was confidential to personnel. The intervention; e-KTrt education method contained a) 28 propositions of the KTrt and b) feedback about observed result of the test including additional
knowledge of RT. The content of the knowledge based on framework of EPE and breast cancer patients’
knowledge expectations of RT. The e-KTrt education was derived before first RT session to patients e-mail.
There was no availability to return the link. The standard education was discussion with health care personnel and written patient education material as a part of usual practice.
CONCLUSION: The e-KTrt seemed to be a promising patient education method to support empowerment. Patient education identifying patients’ knowledge gaps from an empowerment point of view is an
essential step in developing the quality of nursing care.
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Economic consequences of variations in diagnosing lung cancer –
patients with rejected diagnosis
Grøne B, University of Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark / Region of Southern Denmark, Vejle,
Denmark.
AIM: The overall goal of this project is to clarify the practise of diagnosing lung cancer and analyze the
use of resources spent on patients enrolled in integrated lung cancer pathways who receive rejection of the
cancer suspicion and to analyze the local variations herein.
The project is divided into 5 parts with following aims: (1) defining the population of patients, (2) investigating the national variations in resource use, (3) comparing this resource use with the effect of medical
examinations, (4) identifying trends over time in the relationship between number of patients referred to
the integrated lung cancer pathway, and number of patients who receive a cancer diagnosis and (5) identifying the medical conditions in patients who previously received rejection of the cancer suspicion.
The Danish integrated cancer pathways, introduced to improve the cancer survival and treatment of cancer
in Denmark, include an accelerated and time compressed phase of diagnostics. This can result in patients
with suspected cancer undergoing more examinations than adequate to reject the cancer suspicion. This
can potentially cause an unnecessary high use of resources.
METHOD: Danish registries are used in order to identify the profile of tests and to calculate activities and
associated costs. Furthermore a cost-effectiveness analysis and Markov modelling will be performed. Registries will be used in order to identify the development in patients enrolled into the lung cancer pathway
and the number of patients receiving a cancer diagnosis. Additionally the current health status of patients
who had previously received a rejection of lung cancer suspicion will be examined through registries.
RESULT & CONCLUSION: the PhD. project is initiated spring 2013 for which reason no results or
conclusion are yet available.
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Re-admissions of the Elderly Medical Patients –
Implementation of new electronic application combined with
structural changes in home healthcare – staff’s view
Andersson Marchesoni M, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden; Lindberg I, Luleå University
of Technology, Luleå, Sweden; Axelsson K, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Within a project aimed at finding ICT solutions to improve staff’s work for future
demand in healthcare, this presentation is focused on the staff’s expectations before implementation.
Simultaneously a new legislation, to place healthcare centers in a competing situation, was implemented.
This kind of structural change is in line with neoliberal trends and influenced by New Public Management
(NPM).
AIM: to describe staff’s expectations prior to implementation of a new electronic application in a changing
organization with focus on organizational factors.
METHOD: Group interviews were conducted with 23 staff in home healthcare. Staff from both the municipality and county council participated in this study. The interviews were analyzed with latent content
analysis.
RESULT: One of the major findings was staffs’ descriptions of feeling “Ruled by the organization”. This
result also holds dimension that are; “A will of taking responsibility”and “To be forced into new systems”.
Staff gave voice to a will of taking responsibility but felt that this was gradually taken away from them.
Furthermore they wondered if relatives and patients had the possibility to actually choose or if dominant
trends in society forced care to be organised in a specific manner. Informants discussed the willingness
of taking responsibility in their work. They stated that electronic planning systems used in the organization might be too rigid and too far from the practice where patients changing needs occur and this create
dilemmas. Staff felt they had little support from leaders and emphasised that an organization striving for
standardised and effective systems can jeopardize patient’s perspective, capabilities and needs. Staff reasoned about how legislations divided the municipality and the county council organizations and this made
every day work unnecessarily burdensome. Borders in different ways, also between professions and between
different interests of care providers, were considered as obstacles for doing a good work. Informants stated
that the best for the patient would be if staff worked in the same organization. Examples on how patients’
care sometimes was delayed because of these borders also came forward. Staff described that different rules
and regulations in the organizations were part of their feelings of frustration since they saw some of these
as unnecessary and not beneficial for the patient.
CONCLUSION: There were structural changes ongoing as this project and research study was undertaken. This fact was not addressed nor by the researchers or by the managers in the organization as a factor
to take in consideration during the project. To understand staff in this situation it might be fruitful to
understand how persons respond to a change psychologically depending on if the change is revolutionary
or evolutionary.
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Factors influencing adherence to hygiene routines in community care –
the viewpont of medically responsible nurses in Sweden
Lindh M, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden; Kihlgren A, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden; Perseius KI,
Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: Investigating MRNs perception of factors influencing basal hygiene routines in community care.
METHOD: A web-based questionnaire was sent to all (MRNs) in Sweden. Replies came from 124
MRNs, a response rate of 42%. Open questions were analyzed with content analysis.
RESULT: Four categories were found: resources, management, staff and external factors.
Resources were referring to economic priorities as possibilities in consultations of external specialist competence and time given for educational opportunities in basic hygiene routines including all categories of
staff. Resources could also mean access and availability to material as gloves, aprons, alcohol hand rub, and
work clothing, and also equipment for proper cleaning.
Management interest in putting hygiene on the agenda was important. The importance of hygiene was
made by clear and consistent communication from the management; highlighting guidelines, organizing
counts of infection rates and giving feed back to the staff. Nurses and supervisors are role models for other
staff members.
Staff: Nurses are few but have a key role in upholding sufficient hygiene in community care. The MRNs
experienced a general influence on adherence to hygiene routines in relation to the educational level. The
nurse assistants were more engaged in infection control than staff without health care appropriate education.
External factors as media focus on epidemic outbreaks of gastroenteritis or multi resistant organisms was
of great help to the MRNs when claiming for resources. Government interest in infection control was also
influenced by media, highlighting national guidelines and self-evaluations. The community care reform
from 1992 resulting in restrictions in institutional environment in elderly care towards a more home like
environment was frequently mentioned as one of the major obstacles to infection control.
CONCLUSION: One of the future challenges for municipality care is infection control. To some extent,
adherence to hygiene routines seems different in community care than in hospitals.
MRNs and RNs have an important role in keeping a high hygiene standard in the municipality.
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Shift leaders’ most important information sources
in intensive care coordination
Murtola L-M, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Lundgrén-Laine H, University of Turku, Turku,
Finland; Salanterä S, University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
INTRODUCTION: Intensive care units (ICUs) provide life-supporting care to critically ill patients. This
requires a lot of continuously changing information. This study explored information used by shift leaders,
including nurses and physicians in charges of intensive care coordination.
AIM: The aim of the study was to describe the sources of the most important information used by ICU
shift leaders in immediate decision-making when coordinating care.
METHOD: Data were collected on five ICUs in New Zealand with a survey and interviews. The questionnaire developed by Lundgrén-Laine at al. (2009) consisted of 122 stated information needs with a scale
from 0 (completely unnecessary) to 10 (absolutely necessary). It was sent to 95 shift leaders, including 61
charge nurses and 34 physicians in charge. Information needs with medians of nine and ten were considered most important. The sources of the most important information were explored through interviews.
RESULT: The response rate of the survey was 24.5% (n=15) for charge nurses and 14.7% (n=5) for
physicians in charge. Charge nurses had 43 and physicians in charge had 40 most important information
needs. Shift leaders were interviewed from all five ICUs (nurses n=7, physicians n=2) concerning sources
of most important information. The most important information when coordinating intensive care was
obtained from: human sources, electronic sources, manual sources and real time events. The sources of
information could be based on shift leaders’ knowledge or be available within and outside the ICU.
CONCLUSION: Shift leaders’ information needs in immediate decision-making in intensive care coordination is spread out in many sources and can be hard to acquire. Shift leaders would benefit from
information technology supporting their information management when coordinating intensive care. Due
to a small number of participants the results are not generalizable. Shift leaders information management
should be further studied in larger settings. The results of this descriptive study can be used in further
research to develop an information integration tool to support shift leaders information access and improve care coordination.
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Generating a process description of tactical decision-makers’ information
needs in perioperative settings – Study design
Siirala E, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Salanterä S, University of Turku, Turku, Finland;
Junttila K, University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
AIM: Management in perioperative settings is challenging as situations change rapidly and decisions about
the daily unit operation need to be made constantly. The information that is needed in decision-making
is stored up in different information systems or decision makers’ memos or memory, thus it is difficult to
retrieve at the moment of decision making. The aim of this study is to generate a process description of
decision-making on tactical level in daily management of perioperative settings together with a portrayal
of information needs and information sources along patients’ processes. Perioperative settings comprise
operating departments, day surgery units and anesthesia care units.
METHOD: The study design consists of four phases and mixed methods. First phase includes a qualitative
observation method with the aim to study tactical decision-makers’ information needs in daily management with think aloud method. With this method it is possible to get deep descriptive information about
tactical decision makers’ ad hoc decision-making. The data consist of 20 tactical decision-makers’ thinking during the morning shift from 8 to 12 or from 12 to 4 o’clock. In the second phase, the concept of
tactical-level nursing management will be defined based on earlier studies on the subject. The third phase
will focus on the instrument validation. A survey (© HLL 2009) designed for exploring information needs
in nursing management in intensive care units will be validated in perioperative settings. In the validation
process the help of expert panelists will be used. Finally, in phase four the modified survey will be tested
with the whole population (N=300) of tactical level nursing management in perioperative settings across
the university hospitals in Finland.
RESULT: The final outcome of the study will be a description of key information needs at tactical-level
nursing management along the patient care processes in perioperative settings.
CONCLUSION: The process description is expected to offer a tool for developing an information systems
for tactical decision-makers in perioperative settings.
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Transition to adulthood for adolescents with cerebral palsy-experiences
of health and wellbeing and needs of support
Björquist E, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Nordmark E, Lund University, Lund, Sweden;
Hallström I, Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of how adolescents with cerebral palsy
(CP) experience their own health and wellbeing and needs of support during their transition to adulthood.
METHOD: An inductive qualitative approach was used. Twelve adolescents with CP aged 17-18 years
and living in the Skåne region in Sweden participated in focus group interviews or/and individual interviews. Manifest and latent content analysis was used.
RESULT: The results showed that belonging to a family or living in student home meant security but,
could sometimes be too much. Adolescents with CP were living healthily because that was the option as
they were living close to their families. Socializing with friends and managing daily activities and love were
important but challenging and were not always possible. They were surrounded by support but did not
always know what was going on and had few experiences of activities aimed to prepare them for adult
living and adult centered support. They wished for leaving the parental home step by step.
CONCLUSION: Interviews with adolescents with CP provide valuable information for the planning of
transition programs and for the support of adolescents with disabilities who are in the transition to adult
living. According to the adolescents, the support should be flexible and not be fixed to biological age.
Individualized, personal information and support was desired in order to be able to manage their own
transition. One option to facilitate transition is the steppingstone of being close to parents or staff members during the first phase after leaving the parental home. Adolescents with extensive needs may not have
the opportunity to develop their identity during the stage of emerging adulthood.
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Physical effort during walking in children with
Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita
Eriksson M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Villard L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Bartonek Å, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: To evaluate physical effort during walking in children with AMC.
METHOD: 22 children with Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita (AMC) mean age 11.1 (SD 4.3) years,
and a control group (C) consisting of 25 age-matched children mean age 11.4 (SD 4.1) years participated in the study. Oxygen measurement was performed with a Cosmed K4b2 (Cosmed Srl, Italy) during
walking at self-selected speed during five minutes. The two last minutes of the resting period and walking
trial respectively were used to calculate Net Non-dimensional cost (NNcost) (1). Children with AMC were
divided into three groups based on orthosis use which has been described in a previous study (2); AMC 1
used knee-ankle-foot orthoses with locked knee joints (KAFO-L), AMC 2 used ankle-foot orthoses (AFO)
or knee-ankle-foot orthoses with open knee joints (KAFO-O), and AMC 3 used shoes. A one-way
ANOVA was used to compare values between AMC and C-group. Significant differences were determined
at the p ≤0.05 level.
RESULT: Compared to the C-group, the entire AMC group had higher NNcost, mean (SD) 0.441
(0.175) vs mean (SD) 0.311 (0.070) (p=0.001) and lower N walking velocity mean (SD) 0.358 (0.097) vs
mean (SD) 0.403 (0.050) (p=0.049).
As analyzed with Fisher’s LSD post-hoc test, AMC 2 showed significantly higher NNcost compared to
C-group (p=0.007). AMC 1had significantly lower N walking velocity compared to AMC 2 (p=0.001),
AMC 3 (p<0.000) and C-group (p<0.000).
CONCLUSION: Higher NNcost and lower N walking velocity was seen in the AMC group compared to
C-group. The highest NNcost was seen in AMC 2 walking with KAFO-O or AFO, which may be explained by the heterogenous representation in hip muscle strength among children in this group. The children
in AMC 1 who had similar good muscle strength in hip extensors but needed more extensive orthotic solutions (KAFO-L) and were totally dependent on orthoses to achieve walking ability, had similar NNcost
to the C-group. Slowing down the walking velocity seems to be a strategy in the children with KAFO-L.
REFERENCES: (1) Schwartz M et al. 2006, (2) Eriksson M et al. 2010
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The effect of intra-articular corticosteroid injections on walking function
in children with juvenile idiopathic arthritis
Esbjörnsson A-C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; André M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Hagelberg S, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Broström W E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this study was to evaluate the three month effect of intra-articular corticosteroid injections (IA) on walking patterns in children with juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA).
METHOD: Eleven consecutively included children with JIA participated, 8 girls and 3 boys, median
age 11 yrs. (IQR 7-16 yrs.) median disease duration of 5 yrs. (IQR 4-6 yrs.) and 73 % diagnosed with
polyarthritis. All had active inflammation in the lower extremity and were scheduled for IA. They were
evaluated before IA and three months after injections with three dimensional gait analyses, generating
information about walking patterns. Walking ability is presented as a gait index wherein 100 indicate
normal walking and less than 100 indicate deviant walking (1). The most affected side was used in the
analysis. The Child Health Assessment Questionnaire (CHAQ) was completed and the CHAQ; walking
scale was used in analysis (0-3, 0 = no walking disability and 3= severe walking disability) (2). Non-parametric statistics were used to describe the sample and to evaluate treatment with IA.
RESULT: The children showed deviations in walking patterns both before (median GDI: 92; IQR 8298) IA and after three month (median GDI: 93; IQR 85-97) (p= 0.76). Self-rated walking disability was
improved after IA (CHAQ, walking: baseline; 1, IQR 1-2 and after 3 month: 0; IQR 0-1) (p=0.03).
CONCLUSION: These preliminary results indicate that treatment with IA did not improve walking
patterns in children with JIA. Significant deviations in walking pattern, even though minor, still persisted
after treatment despite the children´s own rating of their walking function improved. In future analysis
another 30 children and factors influencing the results such as changes in ongoing medication will be
evaluated.
REFERENCES:
1. Schwartz MH, Rozumalski A. The Gait Deviation Index: a new comprehensive index of gait pathology.
Gait Posture 2008; 28(3):351-357.
2. Andersson GB, et al. The Swedish version of the Childhood Health Assessment Questionnaire (CHAQ)
and the Child Health Questionnaire (CHQ). Clin. Exp. Rheumatol. 2001;19:146-150.
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Physical activity and exercise interventions
in children and adolescents with cancer: a review of reviews
Kauhanen L, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Salanterä S, University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
AIM: The aim of this review of reviews was to synthesize reviews investigating physical activity, physical
function and exercise interventions in children and adolescents with cancer during and after treatment.
METHOD: A systematic literature search was conducted from Pubmed-, Cinahl-, Cochrane- and Medicdatabases in 01/2013-03/2013. Inclusion criteria were: 1) Study type: review or meta-analysis 2) area of
interest: physical activity, physical function or exercise interventions in children with cancer 3) reviews’
study participants mostly under 19-year olds.
RESULT: Nine review articles or meta-analysis were chosen for further examination, and they included 55
primary studies of the area of interest in total. Two articles concerned physical activity levels or physical
function, four articles concerned interventions and three both. Only two of the nine reviews were reported
as systematic reviews. The samples in the primary studies were fairly small, and only six randomized trials
exists of this phenomenon.
It seems that children and adolescents with cancer are less physically active during and after treatment than
their healthy peers, even though these children would benefit from physical activity and exercise interventions even during the cancer treatment. Based on the results of the previous intervention studies, exercise
would seem to improve and maintain at least muscle strength and cardiopulmonary fitness. However, the
results from the primary studies are partly contradictory.
CONCLUSION: Based on the early evidence children and adolescents benefit from physical activity and
exercise interventions during and after treatment, but there is still a lack of high-quality trials with strong
evidence. Therefore, further research in the field is warranted.
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Psychometric properties of the Knee injury and
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score for Children in children with knee injury
Örtqvist M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Iversen M, Northeastern University / Harvard
Medical School, Boston, USA; Broström E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Janarv P M, Stockholm
Sports Trauma Research Center / Artro Clinic, Stockholm, Sweden; Roos E M, University of Southern Denmark,
Odense, Denmark.
INTRODUCTION: The Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) is a self-administered
questionnaire evaluating outcomes in five domains; symptoms, pain, activities of daily living, sports
function, and knee-related quality of life. It is valid and reliable in adults with joint injury or degenerative
disease (1). Recent data indicate a lack of comprehensibility when used with children. Thus, the KOOSChild was developed (2). AIM To evaluate the psychometric properties of the KOOS-Child when used in
children with knee disorders.
METHOD: 115 children (boys/girls 51/64), 7-16 yrs (mean 13.01, SD 1.85) with knee disorders were included after chart review at a children’s hospital. Most common diagnoses were patellar dislocation (n=42)
and anterior cruciate ligament injury (n=27) followed by a mix of overuse and traumatic knee injuries
(n=46). All children completed the KOOS-Child at baseline (N=115) and after 1-3 weeks for test-retest
analyses (n=72). Psychometric properties evaluated were structural validity and aspects of reliability; testretest, internal consistency and measurement error.
RESULT: Floor effects >70% were found for 9 items that were subsequently deleted. 39 items were kept
in the final version. At subscale level no floor or ceiling effects were found (≤15%). An exploratory factor
analysis of the final version showed that the items in Pain, ADL, Sports and QOL subscales loaded on
one factor (Eigenvalues 3.1-5.5). The Symptom subscale showed two factors (Eigenvalue >1). Sufficient
homogeneity of the revised subscales was found for all subscales (Cronbach’s α=0.80-0.90) except for the
symptom subscale (α=0.59) showing somewhat less homogeneity. Test-retest reliability was found to be
excellent for all subscales (ICC 0.78-0.91, SEM 5.3-8.1, SDCind 14.6-22.6, SDCgroup 1.7-2.7).
CONCLUSION: Our results demonstrate acceptable structural validity and reliability and support the
use of the KOOS-Child when evaluating children with knee disorders. Analyses of construct validity and
responsiveness are on-going. (1) Roos et al, Scand J Med Sci Sports 1998, (2) Örtqvist et al, Acta Orthop
2012.
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Evaluation of the gait function in children with idiopathic clubfoot
Lööf E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; André M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Andriesse H, Skånes University Hospital, Lund, Sweden; Weidenhielm Broström E, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: To evaluate gait kinematic, kinetic and spatiotemporal parameters in children with idiopathic clubfoot treated with a modified Ponseti method.
METHOD: A cross-sectional study of children age 4-8 years (n=70) with idiopathic clubfoot from Stockholm County. Three-dimensional (3D) gait analysis recorded in 2009-2013 will be evaluated and analysed
in gait motions (kinematic), forces (kinetic) and spatiotemporal gait parameters. Gait Deviation Index
(GDI)(1), a multivariate measure of the overall gait pathology, will be used in order to present a quantitative value of the gait. The relationship between GDI and the severity of the clubfoot at birth, measured
with the assessment tool Dimeglio Classification Scale (2), will be evaluated. The gait data will be compared with an age-matched control group with typical developed children as well as with litterateur of gait
function in children treated with the original Ponseti method (3).
RESULT: Analyse of data in process. Preliminary results of 3D-gait analysis of 20 children with idiopathic
clubfoot show a clear deviation in GDI. A tendency can also be observed with increased steps per minute,
longer stance phase, limited total range of motion in the foot and hyperextension of the knee. In the preliminary results no correlation of the severity of the clubfoot and GDI could be found.
CONCLUSION: From the study we hope to describe the gait pattern in children with idiopathic clubfoot
that have been treated with a modified Ponseti treatment method, providing us new knowledge of the
possible effect of different treatments regime. This is important since no literature has been found regarding treatment outcomes with the modified treatment method.
REFERENCES:
1. Davis RB OS, Tyberski SD, Gage JR.: A gait analysis data collection and reduction technique. Human
Movement Science 1991, 10:575-587.
2. Dimeglio A, Bensahel H, Souchet P, Mazeau P, Bonnet F: Classification of clubfoot. Journal of pediatric
orthopaedics Part B 1995, 4(2):129-136.
3. Ponseti IV: Treatment of congenital club foot. The Journal of bone and joint surgery American volume
1992, 74(3):448-454.”
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Health-related quality of life and HIV stigma in children
living with HIV in Sweden
Rydström L-L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Wiklander M, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden; Jervaeus A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Navér L, Karolinska Sjukhuset,
Stockholm, Sweden; Ygge B-M, Karolinska Sjukhuset, Stockholm, Sweden; Eriksson L, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: To investigate the relationship between health-related quality of life and HIV stigma in children
living with HIV in Sweden.
METHOD: A cross-sectional study using two standardized questionnaires. Health-related quality of life
was measured by the DISABKIDS Chronic Generic Module, 37 items (DCGM-37) consisting of six
dimensions hypothesized to measure mental, social, and physical domains of health-related quality of
life. HIV stigma was measured by the HIV stigma scale for children (8 items) which is a short version of
the HIV stigma scale (developed by Berger et al 2001) adapted for children; measuring three dimensions
(subscales) of HIV stigma: disclosure concerns, negative self-image, and concerns with public attitudes. All
known HIV-infected children in the age 8-18 living in Sweden were invited to participate. To explore the
relationship between health-related quality of life and HIV stigma, six hierarchical multiple regressions,
one for each of the DCGM-37 dimensions, were performed. The independent variables entered in the first
step were age and sex. In the second step, the three dimensions of the HIV Stigma scale for children were
entered.
RESULT: Of 82 eligible participants, 58 completed the survey (27 female and 31 male; mean age 14,
range 9-19 years when completing the survey; response rate 71%). When the shared variance of sex and
age had been accounted for, the addition of HIV stigma gave a statistically significant R2 change for all
DCGM-37 dimensions, explaining 25-42% of the total variance. Of the three stigma dimensions, negative
self-image had a statistically significant β-value for each of the tested models. Of the independent variables
entered in step one, sex showed a statistically significant β in the model for DCGM-37 emotions (female
sex was related with lower DCGM-37 scores).
CONCLUSION: There seem to be a negative relation between health-related quality of life and experience
of HIV stigma among children living with an early acquired HIV infection. The results indicate an urge
for interventions to alleviate negative self-image in children living with HIV.
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Can age appropriate preparation and routines in connection to
radiotherapy decrease the number of children that need sedation
Gårdling J, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Hallström I, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; EdvinssonMånsson M, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Törnqvist E, Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
AIM: The aim is to study if age appropriate pedagogical preparation and routines in connection to radiotherapy can decrease children´s anxiety and the number of children who need deep sedation. The aim is
also to study parent´s anxiety and experiences when their child is undergoing radiotherapy and if changed
routines can affect family´s quality of life and lower the costs for the hospitals.
METHOD: An intervention study that aim to investigate the differences between a control group and
an intervention group has started. Inclusion: children between 3-18 years. Exclusion: psychic functional
disability, acute treatments, parents and children who do not speak Swedish. Collection of data for the
children consists of: 1) registration of blood pressure and heart frequency, 2) measurement of anxiety and
3) observation of the child emotional behavior. Collection of data is carried out during preparation, the
first three treatments, then every fifth and the last one.
The intervention consists of additional written age appropriate information in form of 1) a storybook,
2) a leaflet with images and easy understanding text, 3) the possibilities to play with a doll model of a
radiation apparatus, 4) the possibility to visit the radiotherapy department and practice to lie still and
5) watch a DVD or hear a story/music during treatment. The control group and intervention group will
be compared with consideration to demographic data, sedation and no sedation, heart frequency, blood
pressure, children´s estimated anxiety and observation of their emotional behavior.
Collection of data for the parents consists of: 1) measurement of anxiety, 2) questionnaires about
KASAM and quality of life and 3) description of their experiences, thoughts and wonderings of their
childs’ radiotherapy treatment in a diary during the whole treatment. The diaries will be analyzed according to content analysis
A health economic analysis considering the costs for the care and concerning sedation and no-sedation for
each group will be conducted.
RESULT: Data collection is ongoing. The results of the control group will be analyzed during spring 2014.
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Impact on parents and their satisfaction with care at diagnosis
and one year after the child is diagnosed with type 1 diabetes
Jönsson L, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Lundqvist P, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Tiberg I, Lund
University, Lund, Sweden; Hallström I, Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this study was to describe the impact on the family from the perspectives of parents and
children and in terms of health-related quality of life (HRQOL) at diagnosis and one year after the child
was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes. A further aim was to describe the parents’ satisfaction with the care
received.
METHOD: Sixty-nine children and their parents were included in the study. At the time for the diagnosis parents independently filled in questionnaires about how the diagnosis impact their HRQOL and
family function, (The PedsQLTM Family Impact Module) and how they estimated the satisfaction with
healthcare (The PedsQLTM Health Care Satisfaction Generic Module). At follow-up 12 months later the
same questionnaires were administrated added by one diabetes-specific questionnaire (The PedsQLTM 3.0
Diabetes Module Scale)addressed to both parents and children over 5 years of age (n=56). Descriptive
statistics were used to present the background characteristics, different groups’ were compared using independent t-test and differences over time between groups are presented using paired t-test and ANOVA.
RESULT: Mothers described a lower HRQOL than fathers both at the time for the child’s discharge after
diagnosis (p=0.003) and 12 months later (p= 0.041). In diabetes-specific HRQOL younger children (5-7
year) and their parents reported more worry than children and parents in older age groups (p=0.037).
Children in the age groups 8-12 and 13-18 reported a higher treatment adherence compared to mothers
(p=0.011 and p=0.039 respectively), no differences were found between children and fathers. Both
mothers and fathers were satisfied with the healthcare both at the time for diagnosis and after 12 months.
CONCLUSION: Mothers HRQOL were more affected than fathers, especially in connection with the
child’s diagnosis and parents were very satisfied with the received healthcare both at the time for diagnosis
and 12 months later. Both parents and younger children reported more worry than children in the older
age groups. Children in the older age groups reported a higher treatment adherence than mothers in
diabetes-specific HRQOL.
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“It is fun, but…” Children with cerebral palsy
and their experiences of participation in physical activity
Lauruschkus K, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Nordmark E, Lund University, Lund, Sweden;
Hallström I, Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Participation in physical activity implies health benefits and children with cerebral
palsy (CP) are not as physically active as other children.
AIM: The aim was to explore the experiences of children with CP regarding participation in physical
activities, and to describe facilitators and barriers.
METHOD: Qualitative interviews with sixteen children with CP aged between 8 and 11 and living in
Skåne were analysed with content analysis. Nine girls and seven boys with various gross motor and
cognitive functions chose to participate in individual interviews or in a focus group. Parents of nine of the
children were born abroad; they came both from European and non-European countries. Four children
used augmentative and alternative communication in the form of sign language interpretation with various
picture systems. One child had both a language interpreter and a parent as a sign language interpreter; one
child had only a language interpreter. The five children participating in the focus group had various gross
motor functions and none had a need of an interpreter.
RESULT: The results are described in the two themes, “Being physically active because…” and “Being
physically active but…” expressing facilitators and barriers for being physically active. The children were
physically active because they enjoyed the feeling, felt capable or had someone together with whom to do
the activity. They were aware that physical activity was good for them and environmental factors could be
either facilitators or barriers. Having difficulties such as pain and fatigue or not being good enough were
other barriers the children expressed.
CONCLUSION: Asking children with CP about their needs and giving them the opportunity to test selfselected activities with the right support is essential for facilitating an increased participation in physical
activities. Having fun with family and friends when being physically active and enjoying the feeling of
speed should be taken into consideration when designing interventions. Interventions may focus on staying physically active , taking into account the families in need of support to become physically active.
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Child health care nurses views
of managing parental groups during early childhood
Lefèvre Å, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Lundqvist P, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Drevenhorn E,
Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Hallström I, Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Parental groups led by child health care (CHC) nurses are offered as a part of
parental support within the Swedish CHC. All parents are invited but only 40% participate. There are no
national guidelines for how to conduct these groups, therefore the individual nurse´s views of managing
such groups have an important influence on how they are performed.
AIM: To describe CHC nurses views of managing parental groups during early childhood.
METHOD: All CHC nurses (n=311) working within the Swedish CHC system in Skåne, the south of
Sweden, were asked to complete a web based questionnaire concerning the structure, content and
experience of managing parental groups. The questionnaire was answered by 52% of the CHC nurses.
Descriptive statistics were used to present the result and background characteristics.
RESULT: The CHC nurses defined the primary purpose of the parental groups as a place where parents
could connect and create a network and secondly as a place for learning. Parental groups were given by
almost all CHC nurses and every nurse started several groups annually. Despite this, many nurses found
the group leadership challenging and difficult. Most nurses expressed that they were content with the
support received in order to facilitate the parental groups, but half of the nurses expressed a lack of enough
supervision. Specialised parental groups as groups for young parents or parents with other mother tongue
than Swedish were performed by 54% of the nurses and significantly more often in CHC centres organised as Family Centres. The nurses estimated the participation of the fathers to 10 to 20% but the majority of the nurses (70%) did not make special efforts to increase their participation.
CONCLUSION: Even though the CHC nurses are experienced in conducting parental groups they
expressed a need of education in group leadership as well as increased supervision. Specialised parental
groups where more common among CHC nurses at Family Centres compared to CHC centres. Fathers’
participation in parental groups was low and more research about what could increase their participation is
needed.
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The doubleness of the use of standing devices
Nordström, B, Department of Research and Development, Norrbotten County Council, Luleå, Sweden
/ Department of Health Sciences, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden; Näslund, A, Department of Health Sciences, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden; Ekenberg, L, Department of Research
and Development, Norrbotten County Council, Luleå, Sweden; Zingmark, K, Department of Research and
Development, Norrbotten County Council, Luleå, Sweden / Department of Health Sciences, Luleå University of
Technology, Luleå, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Supported standing is an activity commonly performed by children with developmental disorders who lack the ability to stand independently. Most knowledge of supported standing
concerns the effect that this activity has on the biological body from the professionals’ point of view.
AIM: The aim of this study was to highlight childrens’ and parents’ experiences of the significance of standing in a standing device.
METHOD: Six children/teenagers (aged 7-19 years) and 14 parents participated in individual interviews.
The interviews were transcribed and analysed using a qualitative content analysis.
RESULT: The analysis of the interview texts resulted in one major theme, the doubleness of uprightness,
and the following themes and subthemes: (1) The instrumental dimension of standing with the subthemes (1a) straightening and strengthening the body, (1b) being dependent on experts and devices.
(2) The social dimension of standing with the subthemes (2a) promoting and preventing freedom,
(2b) promoting and preventing participation, (2c) altering ones view of ones self. (3) The ambiguous
dimension of standing with the subtheme (3a) dealing with hope and despair.
CONCLUSION: There is an inherent duality in the use of a standing device. Standing in a standing
device was seen as an effective treatment of body structures, as well as something that could generate pain
and influence freedom in activities and participation both positively and negatively. The parents experienced standing as something that influenced other person’s view of their child, while the children rather
experienced standing as a way to extend the body and something that gave benefits in some activities.
Professionals working with children should take into account both the social and physical dimensions of
using a standing device and to consider both the child and parents’ views.
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Characteristics of pregnant women aged <35 years old
and 35 years or older with preeclampsia
Lamminpää R, University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland; Vehviläinen-Julkunen K, University of
Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland.
AIM: The aim of this paper, as a part of a larger register-based study, is to describe characteristics of
women aged ≥ 35 years compared to women aged < 35 years old with preeclampsia.
METHOD: The data for the study is a population based cohort consisting of three national registers:
Medical Birth Register, Hospital Discharge Register and Register of Congenital Malformations.. The data
includes information of 690 555 women and their newborns between the years 1997-2008. In statistical
analyses we used SPPS 17 for Windows. The permission for the data use was applied and admitted from
The National Institute for Health and Welfare, who is controlling these registers.
RESULT: There were 15 437 women aged <35 years old and 2387 women aged 35 years or older with
preeclampsia. Women aged 35 years or older were more often overweight (pregravid BMI >25) than
women under 35 years old (56,2% vs. 41,6%), and had higher rates with IVF treatment (7,7% vs. 1,9%),
chronic hypertension (2,1% vs. 1,1%), maternal diabetes (9,3% vs. 4,9%) but they smoked less than women <35 years old (9,5% vs.14,2%).
CONCLUSION: It seems that pregnant women aged 35 years or older with preeclampsia have more
pregnancy-related complications. Therefore health professionals working in maternity care should identify
these women and pay special attention to them during pregnancy.
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Psychosocial consequences of a false-positive mammography among
women attending a breast cancer screening programme
Bolejko A, Department of Health Sciences, Lund University, Lund, Sweden / Diagnostic Centre of
Imaging and Functional Medicine, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden; Hagell P, The PROCARE Group, School of Health and Society, Kristianstad University, Kristianstad, Sweden; Wann-Hansson C,
Department of Caring Science, Malmö University, Malmö, Sweden / The Swedish Institute for Health Sciences,
Department of Health Sciences, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Zackrisson S, Diagnostic Centre of Imaging
and Functional Medicine, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden.
AIM: To investigate the frequencies of psychosocial consequences due to thoughts about breast cancer over
12 months among women with a false-positive and negative screening mammography.
METHOD: A consecutively selected group of 399 Swedish speaking women (mean [SD; range] age, 52
[9; 40-75]) with a false-positive screening mammography (Group I; women with an abnormal screening
mammography that following additional examination(s) were confirmed free from breast cancer) responded to the Consequences of Screening -Breast Cancer (COS-BC) questionnaire, reflecting experienced
psychosocial consequences prior to a false-positive screening mammography (T1) and 6 (T2) and 12 (T3)
months later. An age matched (+/-5 years) control group of 449 women (Group II; mean [SD; range] age,
53 [9; 40-75]) with a negative screening mammography responded to the COS-BC at the same occasions.
Five COS-BC scales (Sense of dejection, Anxiety, Behavioural, Sleep, and Existential values) were used to
investigate the psychosocial consequences due to thoughts about breast cancer. Total scores of each scale
were dichotomised; women scoring >0 were considered experiencing consequences and those scoring 0
were not considered experiencing any consequences. In addition, socio-demographic characteristics were
collected.
RESULT: Socio-demographic characteristics did not differ between the groups. For all scales and time
points, there were higher frequencies of experienced consequences among women with a false-positive
screening mammography (Group I) versus those in the control group (x2, p<0.001). The frequency of
psychosocial consequences experienced by the Group I women significantly decreased (McNemar’s test,
p<0.001) in all five scales between T1 and T2, and tended to drop between T2 and T3, but not significantly (McNemar’s test, p≥0.14).
CONCLUSION: Women with a false-positive screening mammography had higher frequencies of experienced psychosocial consequences over 12 months than women with a negative screening mammography,
although decreasing to some extent over time.
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Development of a tool to evaluate fetal movements in full-term pregnancy
Malm M-C, School of Health and Social Studies, Dalarna University, Falun, Sweden / Department of
Women’s and Children’s Health, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; Lindgren H, Institute of Health
and Caring Sciences, Sahlgrenska Academy, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden; Rubertsson C, Department of Women’s and Children’s Health, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; Hildingsson I, Department
of Health Sciences, Mid Sweden University, Sundsvall, Sweden; Rådestad I, Sophiahemmet University College,
Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: To investigate the perceptions of fetal movements among women in full term uncomplicated pregnancy in relation to seven predefined categories of fetal movements.
METHOD: Data were collected by distributing questionnaires including an open question: Please
describe your perception of the baby´s movements during this gestational week. A matrix based on a pilot
study that lists seven categories of movements was used for the content analysis.
RESULT: 393 (79%) women responded to the open question. The movements were split into two
domains: Powerful movements and Non-powerful movements. Altogether, 383 (96%) women perceived
fetal movements that were sorted as powerful movement, choosing the terms: firm, stretching, slow, from
side to side, and large. Ten (4%) women described movements that did not include any of the movements
in the powerful domain, in other words, choosing only the terms: light, and startled. Most women perceived movements that corresponded to more than one type of category, and all movements described by the
women could be referred to the predefined categories.
CONCLUSION: In full-term pregnancy, the mother usually perceives fetal movements as powerful. The
categories were valid for identification of the movements perceived by the women in full-term pregnancy.
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Bariatric surgery modifications of the relation between
maternal gestational weight gain, and offspring birthweight and child
Berglind D, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Willmer M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Tynelius P, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Näslund E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Sørensen T, Frederiksbergs Hospital, Frederiksberg, Denmark; Rasmussen F, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: Large maternal gestational weight gain (GWG) is associated with increased birth weight and increased risk of obesity in offspring later in life. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of GWG
in all three trimesters on birth weight, and BMI at 4 and 6 years of age within siblings born before and
after bariatric surgery.
METHOD: Women with at least one child born before and one after bariatric surgery between 19802005 were identified in national Swedish registers. Series of weight (and height) measurements taken
throughout the pregnancies close before and after bariatric surgery were collected from antenatal medical
records. Fixed effect linear regression analyses were used. Outcome variables were offspring’s birth weight
and BMI in preschool age and GWG in each trimester and totally were used as explanatory variables.
RESULT: Mean pre- and post-operative GWG of 117 women was 11.3 (SD 7.2) and 8.3 (SD 6.4) kg,
respectively. Analyses adjusted for adjusted for maternal age, pre-pregnancy weight and height, gestational
diabetes, pre-eclampsia and smoking of repeated pregnancies showed positive associations between differences in mean total maternal GWG (β 0.035 C.I. 95% 0.0070, 0.067), mean GWG in the 2th trimester
(β 1.10 C.I. 95% 0.22, 1.9) and differences in siblings birth weight whereas no such associations were
found with BMI as outcome.
CONCLUSION: This study showed positive associations between total and 2th trimester GWG and
children’s birth weight but no association for BMI in preschool age in models with maternal genetic and
social and behavioral variables fixed from one pregnancy to the next before and after bariatric surgery.
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Perceptions of sleep quality and stress by parents of children
enrolled in hospital organized home-care
Angelhoff C, Department of Social and Welfare studies, Linköping University, Norrköping, Sweden;
Edéll-Gustafsson U, Department of Medical and Health Sciences, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden;
Mörelius E, Department of Social and Welfare studies, Linköping University, Norrköping, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Caring for a sick child creates much greater demands for parents than those associated with raising a healthy child. Parents of chronically ill children reports higher levels of parental stress
as a consequence of the substantial social, emotional and personal demands associated with caring. Sleep
quality is an important aspect of wellbeing and is strongly related to stress and quality of life. In some
Swedish counties families are offered hospital organized home-care for sick children. Caring for a child at
home gives the family the opportunity to be together in an environment they know well and where they
can feel comfortable and secure. On the other hand it includes several sleep disturbances during the night
which affects the ability to handle the situation and support their child. No other study is found about
how parents sleep when their child is enrolled in hospital organized home-care.
AIM: To explore parents’ perceptions of sleep quality and stress when they sleep at home with a child
enrolled in hospital organized home-care.
METHOD: Fifteen parents (11 mothers and 4 fathers) with children enrolled in hospital organized homecare from one university hospital and one general hospital in South-eastern Sweden were included. The
children ranged in age 0-12 years.
Parents were interviewed with open-ended questions. Data was analysed with a phenomenographic
method according to Marton and Both.
RESULT: Four descriptive categories in the phenomenon of parents’ perceptions of sleep quality and stress
when they sleep at home with a child admitted to hospital organized home-care were identified; Routines
helps to manage the situation, Time for oneself and the partner, Feelings of isolation and Need of support
CONCLUSION: Sleep is important for the parents in several aspects. They are in a stressful situation
with high demands both from the society and from themselves and there is often a lack of support from
relatives and friends. Nurses need to acknowledge and promote parents’ sleep when they care for their sick
children at home and support them in the caregiving.
Keywords: Parents, Sleep, Home Care Services, Child, Caregiver, Nursing
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Possible predictors for separation among Swedish parents
six to eight years after childbirth
Kerstis B, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; Sylvén S, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden;
Engström G, College of Nursing, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida, USA; Lynn C E, College
of Nursing, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida, USA; Edlund B, Uppsala University, Uppsala,
Sweden; Aarts C, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
AIM: To examine the extent of separation in couples 6-8 years postpartum associated to socio-demographic data, sense of coherence, perception of marital consensus, depressive symptoms, perception of child
temperament, and parental stress.
METHOD: Mothers and fathers answered questionnaires one week, 3 and 18 months postpartum. In
total, 393 couples participated at one week, 308 at three months and 272 couples at 18 months postpartum. Data about parents’ addresses 6-8 years after childbirth were obtained from the Swedish Population
register. Parents who were not registered at the same address as the child were regarded as separated.
RESULT: Six to eight years after childbirth, 20 % of the couples were separated. The separated couples,
both mothers and fathers, scored less marital consensus postpartum (mothers p=.004, fathers p=.000) than
the not separated couples did. Concerning depressive symptoms three months postpartum, 17.7% of the
mothers and 8.7% of the fathers scored ≥10 on the EPDS. In separated couples 6-8 years after childbirth,
28.6% of the mothers and 13.3% of the fathers reported depressive symptoms three months postpartum
compared to 15.2% (p=.027) and 7.6% (p=.166) among those who were not separated.
CONCLUSION: Knowledge of possible factors associated to separation among couples is important for
caregiving professionals, in order to offer parents adequate support during early parenthood, which hopefully can prevent separations to give the children best upbringing conditions.
Keywords: Depressive symptoms, Fathers, Marital consensus, Mothers, Separation
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Internet-based peer support for parents: a systematic integrative review
Niela-Vilén H, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Axelin A, University of Turku, Turku, Finland;
Salanterä S, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Melender H-L, VAMK University of Applied Sciences, Vaasa,
Finland.
AIM: The aim of this review was to explore Internet-based peer support interventions for parents. The
main interests were the contents and effectiveness of Internet-based peer support interventions and the
parents’ experiences of them.
METHOD: We searched for papers with diverse methodology concerning Internet-based peer support for
parents. The inclusion criteria were: 1) there had to be an Internet-based community or an Internet-based
community as a component of an intervention, 2) the participants in the community had to be parents;
mothers and/or fathers or pregnant women, 3) parents had to interact and communicate with each other
through the Internet-based community. The search was carried out in October 2012 in PubMed, Cinahl,
PsycINFO and Cochrane.
RESULT: A total of 1517 titles were identified and 28 publications fulfilled the inclusion criteria. Internetbased peer support was provided during pregnancy and after the childbirth to support parenthood and
breastfeeding. Some groups were targeted to the parents of children with asthma, brain tumor, spina bifida,
mental illness or cancer. There were also groups for mothers who had lost a child or mothers who suffered
from depression. Most of the studies (n=15) were focused on the peer support between mothers. Six
studies were focused on fathers and seven focused on both parents. Internet-based peer support provided
mothers emotional and informational support. For the fathers it provided affirmation in fatherhood. Use
of humor was emphasized in communication between fathers. Parents were satisfied with peer support
groups and enjoyed interacting with each other. Even though the group was available to both parents,
mothers were more active users than fathers. Only three studies measured the effectiveness of Internetbased peer support. The evidence of the effectiveness was limited.
CONCLUSION: Parents’ experiences of Internet-based peer support were positive. However, most participants were mothers. More experimental studies are needed to examine the effectiveness of Internet-based
peer support. In the future, Internet-based peer support could supplement the guidance provided by health
care professionals.
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Perceived parental stress and marital consensus in early parenthood
Widarsson M, Centre for Clinical Research, Uppsala University, Västmanland County Hospital,
Västerås / Department of Public Health and Caring Sciences, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden;
Engström G, School of Health, Care and Social Welfare Mälardalen University, Eskilstuna, Sweden;
Lynn C E, College of Nursing, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida, USA; Berglund A, Centre
for Clinical Research, Uppsala University, Västmanland County Hospital, Västerås / Department of Surgical
Sciences, Uppsala University, Uppsala University Hospital, Uppsala, Sweden; Tydén T, Department of Public
Health and Caring Sciences, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; Lundberg P, Department of Public Health
and Caring Sciences, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
AIM: The main aim of this study was to examine perceived parental stress and make comparison between
mothers and between fathers in relation to educational level, parental experience, existence of a parental
role model, and sense of coherence. An additional aim was to examine perceived marital consensus and its
association with perceived parental stress among mothers and fathers in couples.
METHOD: Questionnaires were completed by 320 mothers and 315 fathers at one week and 18 months
after childbirth.
The Swedish Parenthood Stress Questionnaire (SPSQ), the Sense of Coherence SOC-3 scale and the
Dyadic Consensus Subscale (DCS) were used to measure perceived parental stress, sense of coherence and
perceived marital consensus. Data was analyzed by using standard non-parametric statistical methods.
RESULT: Low education, lack of a role model and poor SOC promoted stress in mothers in the subareas
Social isolation and Spouse relationship problems, while lack of a role model and poor SOC promoted
stress in fathers in the subarea social isolation. In couples, mothers perceived a higher level of marital consensus in the items Recreational activities, Friends, Aims and life goals, Time spent together, and Decisions
regarding career and personal development than fathers. Household tasks was the only item in which
fathers perceived a higher level of marital consensus than mothers. Spouse relationship problems was
associated with Leisure time interests and activities.
CONCLUSION: Health professionals should consider gender norms in the family and focus on factors
that can affect stress and stress reactions. To promote parents’ health and family stability, health professionals should be aware of these factors and plan ways to prevent stress and interventions to provide support.
The goal of prevention is to promote family wellness through stress prevention and reduction of risk
factors. It is important in all parental support not to preserve traditional gender roles. Focus should be on
mothers and fathers, their commons needs, and their shared responsibility for their child.
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The empowerment of parents with small children in Finland
Vuorenmaa M, Finnish Doctoral Programme in Nursing Science, University of Tampere, Tampere,
Finland; Perälä M-L, National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland; Kaunonen M, University
of Tampere, Pirkanmaa Hospital District, Department of General Administration, Tampere, Finland;
Halme N, National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland; Åstedt-Kurki P, University of Tampere,
Pirkanmaa Hospital District, Department of General Administration, Tampere, Finland.
INTRODUCTION: Empowerment in parenthood means the parents’ appraisal of their own ability and
confidence to manage their children and to have a positive impact on children’s services. Parents’ empowerment has shown to be related to their welfare.
AIM: The aim of this study was to explain what characteristics of family were related to parents’ empowerment.
METHOD: Participants were parents (n=955) of children aged 0–9 years who had been selected using
stratified random sampling. Parents’ empowerment was measured by the Family Empowerment Scale
(FES) measuring empowerment at three levels: family, service situation with children in family services
and parental influence on family services. Higher scores indicate high levels of empowerment (maximum
score= 5). Additionally, the parents were asked information about themselves, their children and their life
situation.
RESULT: The parents felt more empowered in their family (M=4.4, SD=0.6) than in service situation
(M=4.1, SD=0.6) or possibilities to influence services (M=3.2, SD=0.8). The good health of the family and
the parents’ unconcern for their children’s development increased parents’ empowerment in the family and
service situations. The parents who had concerns about their coping, relationship, sense of sufficient skills
as a parent, responsibility as an individual parent and losing their temper with children felt less empowered
than the parents without concerns at all levels of the empowerment. Single parents felt less empowered
than the parents with a partner in the family and service situations. The parents who had complications
about getting help from the social network, the functionality of everyday life, the reconciliation between
family and work, the financial situation and the sufficiency of common time were less empowered than the
parents without complications at all levels of the empowerment.
CONCLUSION: Parents’ empowerment is related to several characteristics of children, parents and their
life situation. Knowledge about the characteristics which explain parents’ empowerment may be of help in
identifying parents who need special support.
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Discriminant capacity of four Fear of Falling rating scales
in people with Parkinson’s disease
Jonasson S B, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Lexell J, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Nilsson M H,
Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
AIM: To evaluate the discriminant capacity of four Fear of Falling (FOF) rating scales in people with
Parkinson’s disease (PD).
METHOD: The FOF rating scales were: the Falls Efficacy Scale-International (FES-I; possible scoring
range 16-64, higher=worse), the Swedish version of the Falls Efficacy Scale (FES(S); 0-130, higher=better),
the Activities-specific Balance Confidence scale (ABC; 0-100, higher=better) and the modified Survey of
Activities and Fear of Falling in the Elderly (mSAFFE; 17-51, higher=worse). A postal survey was mailed
to 96 non-demented people with PD. The survey contained the four FOF rating scales and dichotomous
questions on FOF, activity avoidance due to the risk of falling and falls and near falls during the past six
months. PD-severity was self-rated as mild, moderate or severe (in the analysis dichotomized as mild or
moderate/severe). Non-parametric group comparisons (Mann-Whitney U-test) were used to investigate if
the FOF scales were able to separate people with and without FOF, activity avoidance, previous falls, near
falls and people with different disease severity.
RESULT: Fifty-six persons (52% men) responded within three weeks and were included in the preliminary analyses. Mean (SD) age and PD-duration were 73 (7.8) and 7 (5.3) years, respectively. Thirty-two
participants (57%) stated that they had FOF according to the dichotomous question. Median (q1-q3)
scores for the four FOF rating scales were: FES-I; 25 (19-36), FES(S); 109 (67-128), ABC; 72 (39-90) and
mSAFFE; 24 (19-32). All four scales detected significant (p≤0.003) differences in relation to the dichotomous questions that targeted PD-severity, FOF, activity avoidance and falls, as well as significant (p≤0.029)
differences in relation to near falls.
CONCLUSION: Preliminary analyses indicate that when using dichotomous questions, all four scales
discriminate between PD-severity, FOF, activity avoidance, falls and near falls.
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Clinical significance in self-rated HRQoL among survivors after
childhood cancer – demonstrated by anchor-based thresholds
Jervaeus A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Lampic C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Johansson E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Malmros J, Karolinska University Hospital,
Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Wettergren L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: To investigate health-related quality of life (HRQoL) in childhood cancer survivors with a standardised instrument and to establish thresholds for clinically significant differences by using qualitative interviews as anchors.
METHOD: Findings from a qualitative analysis of interview data were used together with self-rated
HRQoL (KIDSCREEN-27) in a national cohort of survivors (n=63, aged 12-22).
Four (of five) KIDSCREEN-27 dimensions were included: Physical Well-being, Psychological Well-being,
Social Support & Peers; School Environment. From the qualitative analysis, three subgroups were identified based on survivors’ own perception of influence on daily life (“feeling like anyone else”, “feeling almost
like others”, “feeling different”). Effect size calculations of means from the KIDSCREEN-27 dimensions
(mean 50 and higher values indicating better HRQoL) were performed using the three subgroups as
anchors (the survivors’ own expression of influence on daily life) to indicate clinical importance.
RESULT: The majority of the interviewed survivors were categorised into the groups “feeling like anyone
else” (n=29) and “feeling almost like others” (n=26) and a minority into the group “feeling different”
(n=6). The survivors in the group “feeling different” reported overall lower mean values in
KIDSCREEN-27 than the two other groups. When comparing means of the groups “feeling like anyone
else” and “feeling almost like others” with the group “feeling different”, effect sizes were large for all
dimensions (1.04-2.07). Moderate or close-to-moderate effect sizes were identified for two dimensions
when comparing the groups “feeling like anyone else” to “feeling almost like others” (0.47-0.53).
CONCLUSION: The results are promising, as HRQoL is rated as satisfactory by the majority of the
survivors; this also showed in the qualitative findings. However, a small group considered the cancer
experience to influence daily life to a large extent, in that they feel different, reflected in lower ratings of
HRQoL. KIDSCREEN dimension mean values of 45 or less are suggested to indicate need of support.
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Patient Participation in Rehabilitation Questionnaire (PPRQ)
Lindberg J, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden; Persson L-O, University of Gothenburg,
Gothenburg, Sweden; Kreuter M, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden; Taft C, University of
Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden.
AIM: In order for rehabilitation to be truly person-centered, it must be tailored to each patient, without
preconceived notions about what is the best approach for the patient. Tools to assess patient’s perceptions
for participation in rehabilitation may be helpful in this endeavor; therefore, the aim was to develop a
questionnaire assessing patients’ perceptions of patient participation in rehabilitation.
METHOD: Ten persons with spinal cord injury were interviewed within a year after their injury with the
primary aim to explore the meaning of patient participation from their perspective. Based on the findings
from the interviews a 32-item questionnaire was developed. The questionnaire was sent to 273 persons
with spinal cord injuries, aged 18 to 80 years. Multi-trait analysis was used to assess scaling assumptions by
testing item convergent and discriminant validity, and internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)
associated with the hypothesized item-scale structure of the questionnaire.
RESULT: Five themes reflecting central aspects of participation emerged from the interviews, and based
on the responses from participants in the postal survey (response rate 51.1%), the hypothetical structure of
the PPRQ was confirmed. Nine items failed to meet scaling assumptions and had to be omitted. The final
version of the PPRQ includes: Respect and integrity (6 items); Participation in planning and decisionmaking (4 items); Information and knowledge (4 items); Motivation and encouragement (5 items); and
Involvement of family (4 items). Cronbach’s alpha was >0.90 for each scale.
CONCLUSION: Desired levels and kinds of participation vary from patient to patient and in the same
patient over the course of care and rehabilitation and therefore it must be tailored accordingly. The PPRQ
could be used to evaluate perceptions of participation after spinal cord injury rehabilitation. The internal
consistency reliability met standards suggesting that the questionnaire may be valid even for individual
assessments and as a clinical tool to enhance and evaluate person-centeredness in rehabilitation. Further
studies using larger samples will be undertaken to confirm the scale structure as well as the sensitivity and
responsiveness of the questionnaire.
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Psychometric evaluation of the Swedish MRSA stigma scale
Lindberg M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Wiklander M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Wettergren L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Lindh G, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Eriksson L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: To evaluate the psychometric properties of the MRSA stigma scale in a Swedish context.
METHOD: RSA stigma scale, measuring stigma related to methicillinresistant staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA), was developed from the HIV stigma scale (Berger, Ferrans, & Lashley, 2001) that consists of 40
items forming one overall and four subscales (Concern about public attitudes, Personalized stigma, Negative Self-image and Disclosure concerns). The HIV stigma scale was translated to Swedish and adapted to
measure MRSA related stigma. Content evaluation was performed through think aloud interviews. Psychometric analysis included factor analysis, Rasch analysis, Cronbach’s alpha and Intra Class Correlation,
and was based on 131 questionnaires completed by persons with MRSA (80 women and 51 men; mean
age 51, range 18-85 years). A subsample of 32 individuals answered to the instruments two times within a
period of 4 weeks.
RESULT: The data proved suitable for factor analysis and a four-factor solution emerged, explaining 63%
of the variance. All items but three loaded on the same factor as in the original HIV stigma scale and only
three items cross loaded. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients ranged between 0.92 and 0.96 for the overall
scale and subscales. Three items misfit the model in the Rasch analysis. Two of these where reversed items
and the third belong to the Personalized stigma subscale and concerned guilt. ICC’s for the subscales
ranged from 0.90-0.97 and 0.97 for the overall scale.
CONCLUSION: The MRSA stigma scale was found to be reliable and valid for a Swedish context with
the same subscale structure and better fit as in the original HIV stigma scale. Based on the result of the
Rasch analysis it is suggested that the two reversed items are deleted from the instrument.
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Nurses’ knowledge about venous leg ulcer nursing care
Ylönen M, Department of Nursing Science, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Stolt M, Department
of Nursing Science, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Leino-Kilpi, H, Department of Nursing Science,
University of Turku, Turku, Finland / Hospital District of South-West Finland, Turku, Finland; Suhonen R,
Department of Nursing Science, University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
AIM: To identify the knowledge gap between nurses’ demonstrated knowledge of the evidence base concerning venous leg ulcers and the relevant treatment and nursing care.
METHOD: An integrative literature review was conducted. A computerized search strategy identified studies from three databases: MEDLINE from 1966-2012, CINAHL from 1982-2012 and the COCHRANE LIBRARY from 1972-2012. The inclusion criteria stated that each study used in the review should be
published in a scientific journal, should be empirically based (including reviews), should describe nurses’
knowledge in VLU nursing care and should use the English language.
After removal of duplicates and analyzing the studies 15 scientific empirical studies and one review, 16
in all, were chosen to the review. These 16 studies were analyzed either with CONSORT- , STROBE- ,
PRISMA or COREQ-criteria depending on their methodology.
RESULT: Many gaps in VLU nursing care were identified by different methods in the literature. The
knowledge gaps were organized into four themes, which included sub-themes:
1. VLU assessment with sub-themes: Inspection of the VLU and surrounding skin, Inspection of both
legs, Palpating pedal pulses and ABPI (Ankle-Brachial Pressure Index), Documentation, Drawing from the
VLU, Photography, Ulcer area measurement.
2. VLU physiology and the healing process with sub-themes: Diagnosis and VLU healing process.
3. VLU nursing care dressings with sub-themes: Hand washing routines, Ulcer cleansing, Ulcer bed swab,
Frequency of dressing changes, Taking care of the surrounding skin.
4. Compression treatment with sub-themes: When and how to use compression and Effectiveness of various types of compression.
CONCLUSION: There is a clear need for nurses to update their knowledge about VLU nursing care to
support VLU healing and patient wellbeing. If nurses do not have the evidence-based knowledge it can
affect ulcer healing adversely leading to increase patient suffering, pain and discomfort caused by delayed
healing.
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Experience of fertility-related information and fertility preservation
among young women and men newly diagnosed with cancer
Armuand G, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Wettergren L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Rodriguez-Wallberg K, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Lampic C, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: To describe young women and men’s experiences of fertility-related information and fertility preservation (FP) when diagnosed with cancer.
METHOD: Ten men and eleven women (age 20-41) newly diagnosed with cancer at a university hospital
participated. Individual semi-structured interviews were conducted at the clinic ward during initial cancer
treatment. Interviews focused on experiences of fertility-related information and FP. Data were analyzed
using qualitative content analysis.
RESULT: Our preliminary results indicate that some patients experienced having received adequate and
sufficient information with opportunities to ask questions and a willingness to answer them. However, in
some cases, patients judged information as insufficient and experienced barriers for good communication.
Only two of the women discussed FP with their health care providers and none had used any FP. Seven of
the men did freeze sperm, which was perceived as a routine part of cancer treatment and as insurance for
the future. Participants described how they mainly focused on the present and to cope with their cancer.
Even though many cancer patients felt that fertility and parenthood after cancer was not their primary
focus at present, the threat to their fertility was associated to a feeling of loss of control and some of them
described the risk of infertility as devastating. The study participants used different strategies to cope with
the fear of infertility, such as putting trust in FP, seeking solace in that they already had children or thinking about possible future measures, such as IVF or adoption.
CONCLUSION: Our results indicate that young women and men newly diagnosed with cancer focused
primarily on coping with the disease and its treatment. Knowledge of the risk of future infertility is a
source of feelings of loss of control. It is important that health care providers in cancer care recognize
patients’ needs and worries about future reproductive ability. Information to young cancer patients should
be individualized and include discussion of FP options and fertility after cancer.
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Challenges in daily life living with diabetes type 2
Gardsten C, School of Health and Society, Kristianstad University, Kristianstad, Sweden / Department of Health and Caring, Linnaeus University, Kalmar / Växjö, Sweden; Blomqvist K, School of
Health and Society, Kristianstad University, Kristianstad, Sweden; Larsson Å, Region Skåne, Kristianstad,
Sweden; Lindberg A, Region Skåne, Kristianstad, Sweden; Olsson G, Region Skåne, Kristianstad, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Diabetes type 2 is a major health problem requiring lifelong and regular contact with
health care for check-ups, getting advice and support. The different organizations as well as the different
professions involved are each skilled in their specialist area and may have different opinions about what
kind of support that is needed.
AIM: To provide adequate support claims insights into how persons living with diabetes type 2 perceive
their situation. The aim of the study was to explore challenges that persons living with diabetes type 2 have
in daily life and what kind of support they wish and need.
METHOD: Data were collected through focus group interviews with persons living with diabetes type 2.
The study used a participatory design and was initially anchored in a collaboration group with three diabetes nurses. The nurses mediated contacts to persons living with type 2 diabetes.
RESULT: Based on a series of focus groups dialogues, the result showed a variety of challenges. One
of the most prominent challenges was to choose appropriate food in supermarkets/grocery stores. The
participants desired information technology (IT) as guidance in supermarket/grocery stores. Based on the
findings a future intervention will be to develop and test an IT application as guidance. The IT guidance
should be developed in close collaboration with the user and the guidance should be user friendly.
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Young cancer survivors’ experiences and thoughts
on intimate relationships and having children
Nilsson J, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Jervaeus A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Eriksson L E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Lampic C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Catarina Widmark, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Lena Wettergren, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: The aim was to investigate sexual and reproductive health by exploring experiences and thoughts
around meeting a partner, sexual relations and ability to have biological children among young childhood
cancer survivors.
METHOD: Young persons (16-25 year-olds) diagnosed with childhood cancer more than five years earlier
and who had undergone cancer treatment with a potentially negative effect on future reproductive ability
were identified from the Swedish childhood cancer register. Survivors were contacted regarding participation in Internet-based focus group discussions (internet FGDs) on the topics meeting a partner, sexual
relations and thoughts around having children in the future. Fifteen Internet FGDs were performed including 49 survivors (male n=19), with 2-5 participants/Internet FGD. Data transcripts were analysed with
qualitative content analysis.
RESULT: Preliminary results show that partner relationships in general, were not described as problematic
even if difficulties when sharing the experience were expressed. Issues related to body image were frequently mentioned, e.g. scars related to treatment procedures. For male survivors scars were often considered
to be cool while female survivors considered scars to make them feel embarrassed when being naked or
wearing a bathing suit. Body image was also related to intimacy as scars or amputations could make them
nervous when being intimate with a partner for the first time. Sexual relations were not frequently discussed and when asked about sexual life, problems were seldom mentioned. Fertility issues raised concerns
and some survivors expressed uncertainty about their fertility status following their cancer treatment.
Many lacked or were disappointed with the information from health care regarding risks for future fertility.
CONCLUSION: Preliminary findings from internet-based FGDs with survivors of childhood cancer
indicate that topics regarding partner relationships and sexuality do not raise the same concerns as issues
related to fertility. Furthermore, survivors seem to be disappointed with the fertility information from by
health care during and after cancer treatment.
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Lifestyle habits of stroke patients in their hospital admission –
including the patients’ own conception
Oikarinen A, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland; Kääriäinen M, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland;
Kyngäs H, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland.
INTRODUCTION: Every year approximately 14000 people are stricken with stroke in Finland. This
means that every fourth person of working-age is attacked by a stroke. Rates of the disease are decreasing,
but population is ageing. The prevalence and disability burden are expected to increase in the future due
to an ageing population. Studies indicate that healthy lifestyle factors are associated with a lower risk of
stroke. Altogether, it’s been proven that stroke can substantially be reduced by physically active lifestyle,
cessation of smoking, healthy diet, moderate use of alcohol and with stress management. This study presented is a part of a longitudinal study (part of doctoral dissertation).
AIM: The aim of the study was to describe the lifestyle habits of stroke patients’ in their hospital admission
including the patient’s own conception.
METHOD: The research method was cross-sectional and implemented in the Turku University Hospital
(Neurology Unit). Patient with stroke were included (n = 150). The Lifestyle Instrument was used. Instrument included questions concerning physical activity, weight control, diet, self-reported alcohol consumption, smoking behavior and stress. In addition, clinical measures such as. blood pressure, blood sugar, body
weight, cholesterol and waist circumference, were measured. Categorical variables will be described with
frequency distributions and cross-tabulations (e.g.). In addition, ANOVA and logistical regressions will be
used to analyse the data.
RESULT: The data analysis is on process and the results describing the lifestyle habits of the stroke
patients’ will be presented in conference.
CONCLUSION: Conclusion will be based to results and these are examined by time of the conference.
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Revising the negativity of chronic pain – a phenomenological study
Ojala T, University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland; Häkkinen A, University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä,
Finland; Karppinen J, Univeristy of Oulu, Oulu, Finland; Sipilä K, University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio,
Finland; Suutama T, Univeristy of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland; Piirainen A, University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland.
AIM: The negative meaning of pain is related to the etymology of the word “pain” and to pain as an aversive sensation. Pain disables the body, depresses the mind and ruins quality of life, which is also referred to
as the negativity of pain. The aim of this study was to use the participants’ perspective to describe, whether
negativity is the only meaning of pain as well as what is required to cope with chronic pain.
METHOD: Thirty-four chronic pain outpatients were interviewed, and the transcribed interviews were
analysed with Giorgi’s four-phase method. The mean age of the participants was 48 years and 19 of them
were women. For 21 of them, the pain had lasted more than five years, and most had degenerative spinal
pain.
RESULT: The respondents claimed that the key element to survival was to reconsider the meaning of pain.
A revised interpretation that pain could have a purpose in life and reconsidered values contributed to an
acceptance of pain. Acceptance was a complex and lonely task, but it was worth undertaking in order to
bring joy back to their lives. Family provided the best support in acceptance. Under the main theme of
“Negativity of chronic pain”, subthemes such as “Change in thinking”, “Reconsidering values”, “Acceptance of pain”, “Altered self ”, “Joys in life”, “Other supporters”, and “Pain dissociation”, were found in the
interviews.
CONCLUSIONS: Pain is an aversive sensation, which leads to the conclusion that its meaning is also
negative, but the meaning can be positive. In clinical practice, the focus should be on revising the subjective meaning of pain.
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Health related quality of life in people with multiple sclerosis –
longitudinal changes and predictors for a change
Chruzander C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Ytterberg C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Gottberg K, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Einarsson U, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Widén Holmqvist L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Johansson S, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: The aims of this study were to evaluate health related quality of life (HRQL) over 10 years in people
with multiple sclerosis (PwMS) and to explore the value of personal factors, disease severity, depressive
symptoms and cognitive impairment on changes in HRQL by using measurements with either predefined items or a single global question of self- assessed health.
METHOD: This study was based on a 10-year follow-up of a population-based study in Stockholm
(n=166). Home visits were used to collect data on personal and disease-specific factors, mood, cognitive
function and HRQL. The same PwMS participating in the baseline study were identified and those still
alive were contacted and asked to participate in the 10-year follow-up. HRQL was assessed with the Sickness Impact Profile (the SIP) comprising the SIP Total, the SIP Physical dimension and the SIP Psychosocial dimension and the EuroQol 5D comprising a health index and a single global question of self-assessed HRQL (EQ VAS).
RESULT: Statistically significant changes implying a worse HRQL were seen according to the SIP Total,
the SIP Physical dimension and the health index part of the EuroQol 5D. The effect sizes of these changes
were small. The SIP Psychosocial dimension and the EQ VAS were stable over time. The prediction models
for changes in HRQL according to the SIP Total and the EQ VAS were quite similar, with depressive
symptoms and cognitive impairment as common denominators.
CONCLUSION: The overall stable course of HRQL in PwMS over 10 years is a hopeful message to
PwMS. There is a potential for health-care professionals to increase HRQL in PwMS by identifying those
with depressive symptoms and/or cognitive impairment and initiate evidence-based treatment as well as to
meet the need of environmental facilitators in order to decrease the impact of disability on HRQL.
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Well-being in patients with atrial fibrillation:
experiences and activities to prevent and handle it
Ekblad H, School of Health Science, Jönköping, Sweden; Rönning H, School of Health Science, Jönköping,
Sweden; Malm D, School of Health Science, Jönköping, Sweden; Fridlund B, School of Health Science,
Jönköping, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a public health issue described as a life-complicating illness
adversely affecting morbidity, healthcare use and patients’ well-being. Previous surveys suggest that patients who have AF experience more psychological distress than healthy controls. Psychological distress in
the form of anxiety and depression in heart failure and coronary artery disease is related to increased mortality, morbidity and consumption of healthcare. In order to affect well-being, there is a need to identify
aspects behind its decrease. Today, there is extremely limited research describing patients’ experience of AF.
AIM: To explore and describe patients’ experience of critical incidents in AF, how it affects their well-being
and what actions they took to prevent and handle it.
METHOD: By using the Critical Incident Technique in an explorative, descriptive design, data was
collected by interviews conducted with 25 patients (16 men and 9 women) performed in a healthcare area
in southern Sweden.
RESULT: The well-being of patients was affected by the experiences of AF as being uncomfortable (discomfort) both in a bodily and existential way and raising restraints (limitations in daily life) as a consequence of the discomfort and uncertainty. The actions the patients took in order to prevent and handle
critical situations were to avoid triggering factors and to adapt to the circumstances of the AF (self-care
related activities), or to seek contact with health services after judging the discomfort as severe (healthcare
related activities).
CONCLUSION: AF affects well-being as it is described as uncomfortable and leads to limitations in
daily life. The patients attempt to maintain and restore their well-being through adapting and developing
strategies for self-care. Patients base management of AF in their personal experiences. Clinical implications
are to identify and give importance to how the daily life of patients is affected by AF. Patients need support
and practical tools in how to judge and handle their situation.
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Patients’ conceptions of pre-operative physiotherapy education
before hip arthroplasty
Jäppinen A-M, University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland / Helsinki University Central Hospital,
Helsinki, Finland; Kettunen T, University of Jyväskylä / Central Finland Health Care District, Jyväskylä,
Finland; Piirainen A, University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland.
AIM: The osteoarthritis in the hip is common and in Finland over 7500 hip arthroplasty are made every
year .During the past few years the mean age for patients undergoing primary total hip arthroplasty has
increased (Cram el al 2011). The length of stay (LOS) in hospital has decreased, which challenges patient
education.The aim of this study is to find out patients conceptions of pre-operative physiotherapy education before hip arthroplasty. The main goal of this study is to produce information to develop physical
therapy in hospitals to meet the needs of hip arthroplasty patients.
METHOD: The study included ten hip arthroplasty Finnish-speaking patients. The data in this qualitative
research was collected using individual thematic interviews at home before having a pre-operative multiprofessional information and at the hospital after the information. The interviews were tape-recorded and
transcribed. The analyses were made by using a phenomenografic method (Åkerlind 2005).
RESULT: The analysis of the interview transcripts produced four different categories of the phenomenon,
pre-operative physiotherapy education at the hip arthroplasty. These categories are constructed hierarchically so that the highest category contains all other three categories. First and lowest category is Readiness
for operation, second Preparing to rehabilitation, third Agency at the hospital service system and fourth
and highest is Independent actor. These distinct categories were analysed through four themes: 1. Knowledge about hip arthroplasty, 2. Action skills, 3. Body understanding, and 4. Trusting encounter.
CONCLUSION: Our study generates new information about patients’ conceptions of pre-operative
physiotherapy education in hip arthroplasty, which is useful for physiotherapists developing their work.
According to our results it is valuable in pre-operative physiotherapy education that knowledge is combined with practical elements in bodily interaction between the patient and therapist. This allows patient to
orient herself as a independent actor after operation.
REFERENCES: Cram P, Lu X, Kaboli P,Vaughan-Sarrazin M, Cai X, Wolf B, Li Y. Clinical Characteristics and Outcomes of Medicare Patients Undergoing Total Hip Arthroplasty, 1991-2008. JAMA. 2011;
305(15):1560-1567.
Åkerlind G. Variation and commonality in phenomenographic research methods. Higher Education
Research and Development 2005; 4:321-334.
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Comorbid cardiovascular disorders when afflicted by whiplash associated
disorders – does it affect the recovery?
Palmlöf L, Institute of Environmental Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Côté P,
Faculty of Health Sciences and UOIT-CMCC Centre for the Study of Disability Prevention and Rehabilitation,
University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT), Toronto, Canada / Division of Epidemiology, Dalla Lana
School of Public Health, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada; Holm L W, Institute of Environmental
Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Carroll L J, Department of Public Health Sciences and
Alberta Centre for Injury Prevention and Research, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada; Cassidy J D,
Institute of Sport Science and Clinical Biomechanics, Faculty of Health, University of Southern Denmark,
Odense, Denmark / Division of Health Care and Outcomes Research, University Health Network, Toronto,
Canada / Division of Epidemiology, Dalla Lana School of Public Health, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada; Skillgate E, Institute of Environmental Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden /
Scandinavian College of Naprapathic Manual Medicine, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this cohort study was to investigate the association between self-reported cardiovascular
disorders (CVD) and recovery from whiplash associated disorder (WAD) after a traffic collision.
METHOD: This study was based on the Saskatchewan Government Insurance cohort, including individuals over 18 years of age, who made a traffic- injury claim or received health care after a traffic injury,
between 1997 and 1999. Participants completed a baseline questionnaire and were followed up by telephone interviews at 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, 9 months, and 12 months post injury. Our sample
includes a subcohort of 6011 participants who reported WAD (defined as answering ”yes” to the question
”Did the accident cause neck or shoulder pain?”) at baseline. The outcome, self-perceived recovery, was
measured at all follow-up interviews. The presence of cardiovascular disorder and its effect on health was
classified into three exposure categories; 1) CVD absent, 2) CVD present with no or mild effect on health
and 3) CVD present with moderate or severe effect on health. The association between CVD and recovery
from WAD was assessed with Cox regression, and adjusted for potential confounders.
RESULT: The crude analysis showed that comorbid cardiovascular disorders were associated with a slower
recovery compared to no cardiovascular disorders. However, after adjusting for age, sex and level of education there were no longer any clear associations between the exposure and the outcome.
CONCLUSION: The results of this study does not support the hypothesis that comorbid CVD is associated with slower recovery from WAD.
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Fatigue and decreased health can predict mortality in COPD
Stridsman C, Department of Health Science, Division of Nursing, Luleå University of Technology,
Luleå, Sweden / Department of Research and Development, Norrbotten County Council, Luleå,
Sweden; Skär L, Department of Health Science, Division of Nursing, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå,
Sweden; Hedman L, Department of Research and Development, Norrbotten County Council, Luleå, Sweden;
Lindberg A, Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is related to fatigue, decreased
health, and increased mortality. However, the relationships are hardly described in population-based
studies.
AIM: To investigate if fatigue, physical and/or mental health can predict mortality.
METHOD: Data were collected in 2007 from the Obstructive Lung Disease in Northern Sweden (OLIN)
COPD study.
Subjects with COPD, FEV1/FVC<0.70 (n=434), and non-COPD subjects (n=655) answered the Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy (FACIT)- Fatigue scale; lower scores represent increased fatigue
and the Short Form 36 (SF-36) two summary scores Physical (PCS) and Mental (MCS) health; lower
score indicates decreased health. Mortality data were collected from the date of examination in 2007 until
February 2012.
RESULT: Mortality rate in non-COPD was 6.0% and in COPD 7.1%. In a multivariate risk factor
analyses for death, the covariates FACIT-F, SF-36 PCS and MCS were analysed separately (Model A, B
and C). Other covariates included in all models were sex, age, BMI and heart disease. When stratified by
non-COPD and COPD different patterns emerged. In non-COPD, male sex and increased age significantly increased the risk for death in all three models while in COPD lower FACIT-F score (OR 1.06,
CI 1.02-1.10), PCS score (OR 1.04, CI 1.01-1.08) and MCS score (OR 1.06, CI 1.02-1.10) were independent risk factors for death in Model A, B and C, respectively.
CONCLUSION: Increased fatigue, lower physical and mental health was independently associated with
mortality in COPD. Our study highlights the importance to identify fatigue and decreased health as predictors of death among subjects with COPD.
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Does obesity among individuals with mobility disability influence the
HRQoL and participation compared to individuals without?
Holmgren M, The Swedish Institute for Health Sciences, Department of Health Sciences, Lund
University, Lund, Sweden; Lindgren A, The Swedish Institute for Health Sciences, Department of Health
Sciences, Lund University, Lund, Sweden / Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Lund University, Lund, Sweden;
de Munter J, Department of Public Health Sciences, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Rasmussen F,
Department of Public Health Sciences, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Ahlström G, The Swedish
Institute for Health Sciences, Department of Health Sciences, Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Increasing obesity in adult people with mobility disability has become a considerable
health problem similar to increasing obesity in the general population.
AIM: The aim of this study is to investigate if overweight, obesity or changes in weight influence Healthrelated-quality-of life (HRQoL) and participation among individuals with mobility disability in comparison to individuals without mobility disability.
METHOD: This cohort-study is based on the Stockholm Public Health Survey restricted to 13 549
individuals aged 18-64 years in 2002 and followed until 2010. In this study, 533 individuals have mobility
disability.
RESULT: The respondents with mobility disability have lower self-rated health and participation in comparison to the individuals without mobility disability in regard to pain, general health, mental health, sickleave, emotional support and participation. The result shows significant increases in BMI in the group with
mobility disabilities (M=0.64, CI=0.40; 0.87) and in the group without mobility disabilities (M=0.72,
CI=0.68; 0.75) between 2002 and 2010. There were no significant differences in the increase of BMI between these two groups (t=0.64, p=0.52, mean difference score=0.78, 95% CI: 0.16 to 0.32).
The strongest predictor of reported pain in 2010 was mobility disability and not having normal weight
for respondents who did not report pain in 2002. The most likely predictor of reported pain in 2010 was
the combination of mobility disability and long-term obesity (OR 5.31, 95% CI 2.65-10.65). Mobility
disabilities in combination with increasing BMI between 2002 and 2010 increase the risk of remaining on
sick-leave (OR14.21, 95% CI 1.94-104.1).
CONCLUSION: Long-term overweight, long-term obesity and increasing BMI are significant predictors
to low HRQoL and participation in the whole population but for the respondents with mobility disability,
the mobility disability was the determining factor in regard to HRQoL and participation, except for pain
and sick-leave where the BMI also played a significant role.
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Risk factors among people surviving out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
and their thoughts about lifestyle
Forslund A-S, Department of Research, Norrbotten County Council, Luleå, Sweden / Luleå University
of Technology, Luleå, Sweden; Lundblad D, Sunderby Hospital, Luleå, Sweden; Jansson J-H, Skellefteå
Hospital, Skellefteå, Sweden; Zingmark K, Department of Research, Norrbotten County Council, Luleå,
Sweden / Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden; Söderberg S, University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden.
AIM: To describe risk factors among people surviving out-of-hospital cardiac arrest and their thoughts
about lifestyle.
METHOD: An explanatory mixed methods design was used. All people registered in the northern Sweden
MONICA myocardial registry between the year 1989 to 2007 who survived out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
with validated myocardial infarction aetiology and were alive at the 28th day after the onset of symptoms
(n=71) were included in the quantitative analysis. Thirteen of them participated in interviews conducted in
2011 and analysed via a qualitative manifest content analysis.
RESULT: The quantitative results showed that about 60% of the people had no history of ischemic heart
disease or hypertension before the out-of-hospital cardiac arrest whereas 25% and 17% had been diagnosed with myocardial infarction and diabetes mellitus, respectively. Eighty percent of the people had
total cholesterol levels greater than 5.0 mmol/l and/or were taking lipid lowering medications. Almost
half were smokers and overweight. The qualitative results described that participant’s lifestyle focused on
the importance of being needed and meaning something to others, feeling well and doing things of their
choice. They tried to find a reason why the cardiac arrest happened and make appropriate lifestyle changes
although they made their own assessment of risk behaviours. The participants expressed being grateful for
a second chance at life and tried to have a positive outlook on life.
CONCLUSION: For people in this study out-of-hospital cardiac arrest was the first symptom of coronary
heart disease. In the interviews the participants expressed that they were well informed about their cardiovascular risk factors and the benefits of risk factor treatment. In spite of that, some of the participants
chose to ignore this knowledge to some extent and preferred to live a good life. A life where risk factor
treatment played a minor part. The results of this study indicates that health care workers and patients
should focus more on the meaningful and joyful things in life and try to adopt healthy behaviours and
lifestyle changes linked to these things.
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Association of sleep patterns with extreme values of BMI
in a large Swedish cohort – a cross-sectional study
Westerlund A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Bottai M, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Åkerstedt T, Karolinska Institutet / Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden; Trolle Lagerros Y,
Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
AIM: To study the distribution of body mass index (BMI) across groups of people defined by different
sleep patterns, and to identify adverse and favorable sleep patterns with respect to BMI.
METHOD: In 1997, 43 876 participants of the National March, a nationwide fund-raising event organized by the Swedish Cancer Society, completed a lifestyle-related questionnaire on, e.g., anthropometry
and sleep habits. 42 122 participants (64% females) who provided information on age and were 18 years
or older, were included for analysis. They reported weight and height, amount of sleep needed, average
actual sleep duration on workdays and days off, and frequency of sleep-related complaints, e.g., difficulty
initiating or maintaining sleep, restless sleep, non-restorative sleep, and sleep medication use. We will use
quantile regression to examine the distribution (5th, 10th, 50th, 90th, and 95th percentiles) of BMI in
groups of participants characterized by their different sleep patterns.
RESULT: The median BMI was 24.2 (interquartile range: 22.2-26.5). 51% of participants reported
needing to sleep ≥8 h per day. Only 24% reported actually sleeping that amount on workdays, while
58% slept ≥8 h on days off work. On workdays, 7.8% slept ≤5 h, 22% slept 6 h, and 40% slept 7 h. The
corresponding figures were lower for days off: 4.9%, 7.8%, and 21%, respectively. 40 to 59% reported
difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, restless sleep or non-restorative sleep sometimes, mostly or always
(as opposed to rarely or never). 6.0% used sleep medication sometimes or more often. Next analytically,
participants will be grouped according to different combinations of sleep need, sleep duration and sleeprelated complaints. Which of the resulting sleep patterns are associated with higher and lower values (percentiles) of BMI will be examined.
CONCLUSION: Given the large sample size and detailed assessment of sleep habits, this study has the
potential to identify several risk sleep patterns related to obesity, instead of focusing on single sleep characteristics. Because sleep habits are potentially modifiable, knowledge about risk patterns may prove useful in
the management of obesity.
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Weight loss in Parkinson’s Disease?
Lindskov, S, Kristianstad University, Kristianstad, Sweden / Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Sjöberg,
K, Lund University, Sweden; Westergren, A, Kristianstad University, Sweden; Hagell, P, Kristianstad University,
Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: A number of previous reports have observed that unintentional weight loss is a common problem without known cause in Parkinson’s disease (PD).
AIM: The aim with this study was to investigate nutritional status and its relation to disease duration in
PD.
METHOD: Data from 71 home-dwelling people with PD, without significant cognitive impairment
(mean age, 67.3 years; 56% men; mean PD duration, 6.3 years) were collected cross-sectionally regarding
PD motor symptoms, disability, involuntary movements (dyskinesias), body weight (kg), BMI, nutritional
risk (SCREEN II), handgrip strength (HGS) and mid-upper arm muscle circumference (MUAMC). The
sample was divided into those with longer and shorter PD duration (as defined by the median, 5.5 years).
RESULT: Longer PD duration (n=34) was associated with significantly more motor symptoms, disability
and dyskinesias compared to shorter PD duration (P≤0.04). Mean ± SD body weight and BMI were 80.3
± 16.3 kg and 28.1 ± 4.8, respectively, and did not differ between longer vs. shorter PD duration groups
(79.6 ± 18.4 vs. 80.9 ± 14.4 kg, and 28.3 ± 5.3 vs. 28 ± 4.2; P≥0.738). Similarly, there were no differences
in SCREEN II scores (46 ± 6.5 vs. 45.8 ± 6.9), HGS (39.3 ± 16.8 vs. 36.2 ± 14.3), or MUAMC (24.9 ±
4.1 vs. 24.1 ± 4) between longer vs. shorter PD duration groups (P≥0.400).
CONCLUSION: In contrast to previous studies we did not find evidence of underweight in PD, neither
among those with short nor long disease duration, while other disease markers differed as expected according to PD duration. The reason(s) for our unexpected findings are not yet clarified. Longitudinal studies
are warranted in order to verify our observation and identify possible explanations.
Disclosure of Interest: None Declared Keywords: Nutritional status, Parkinson’s disease, disease duration.
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Taste and smell alterations and loss of appetite associate with weight loss
in patients prior to treatment for lung cancer
Belqaid K, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Orrevall Y, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; McGreevy J, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Månsson-Brahme E, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden; Wismer W, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada; Tishelman C, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden; Bermhardson B, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Cancer is a disease that primarily affects the older population. Previous research
has shown that patients with cancer during treatment and in palliative phases experience taste and smell
alterations (TSAs). TSAs have been related to well-being and weight loss – the latter a prognostic factor of
treatment tolerance and mortality. However, knowledge is lacking about the associations between weight
loss and cancer-related TSAs prior to treatment.
AIM: To 1) explore the prevalence of self-reported TSAs in patients with lung cancer (LC) prior to treatment and 2) examine the relationships between TSAs, weight change, loss of appetite and oral problems.
METHOD: To enable study inclusion before introduction of treatment, patients were recruited during
investigation for LC. Structured interviews were conducted based on four questionnaires to assess demographics, symptoms, TSAs and six months weight history. Statistical comparisons were performed with
two-tailed significance tests and a priori alpha <0.05. Logistic regression models were made for predicting
weight loss history of ≥5%.
RESULT: The recruiting strategy resulted in two groups: one of patients who received a diagnosis of
primary LC within four months of study inclusion (n=117, mean age 68) and another group of patients
who did not receive any cancer diagnosis (n=98, mean age 66). The prevalence of TSAs was 38% in both
groups. Preliminary results show that among patients with LC, significantly more patients with TSAs than
without TSAs reported ≥10% weight loss (33% vs 10%) and loss of appetite (41% vs 20%). Logistic
regression showed that TSAs, loss of appetite and advanced disease stages were significant predictors of
weight loss ≥5% in patients with LC.
CONCLUSION: TSAs were related to loss of appetite and six month history of weight loss among
patients with LC prior to treatment. These results highlight the importance of further research on the
presence and association of TSAs with weight loss to improve patient nutrition support and treatment
tolerance.
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How community-dwelling seniors with multimorbidity
conceive the concept of mental health and factors that may influence it
Grundberg Å, Alzheimer Disease Research Center (KI-ADRC), Department of Neurobiology, Care
Sciences and Society, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Ebbeskog B, Division of Nursing,
Department of Neurobiology, Care Sciences and Society, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Abrandt
Dahlgren M, Department of Medicine and Health, Faculty of Health Sciences and Department of Behavioural
Sciences and Learning, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden; Religa D, Alzheimer Disease Research Center
(KI-ADRC), Department of Neurobiology, Care Sciences and Society, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Multimorbidity, that is, the coexistence of chronic diseases, is associated with mental
health issues among elderly people. In Sweden, seniors with multimorbidity often live at home and receive
care from nursing aides and district nurses.
AIM: The aim of this study was to describe the variation in how community-dwelling seniors with multimorbidity perceive the concept of mental health and what may influence it.
METHOD: Thirteen semi-structured interviews were analysed using a phenomenographic approach. Six
qualitatively different ways of understanding the concept of mental health and factors that may influence
it, reflecting key variations of meaning, were identified. The discerned categories were: mental health is
dependent on desirable feelings and social contacts, mental health is dependent on undesirable feelings and
social isolation, mental health is dependent on power of the mind and ability to control thoughts, mental
health is dependent on powerlessness of the mind and inability to control thoughts, mental health is dependent on active behaviour and a healthy lifestyle, and mental health is dependent on passive behaviour
and physical inactivity.
RESULT: According to the respondents’ view, the concept of mental health can be defined as how an
individual feels, thinks, and acts and also includes a positive as well as a negative aspect. Social contacts,
physical activity, and optimism may improve mental health while social isolation, ageing, and chronic pain
may worsen it.
CONCLUSION: Findings highlight the importance of individually definitions of mental health and that
community-dwelling seniors with multimorbidity may describe how multiple chronic conditions can affect
their life situation. It is essential to organize the health care system to provide individual health promotion
dialogues, and future research should address the prerequisites for conducting mental health promotion
dialogues.
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Society’s perceptions about older people –
the perspective of Finnish newspaper
Koskinen S, University of Turku, Turku, Finland; Salminen L, University of Turku, Turku, Finland;
Leino-Kilpi H, University of Turku, Turku, Finland.
AIM: Media depictions reflect the society’s perceptions about older people. The aim of our study was to
explore the society’s perceptions about older people as illustrated by Finnish newspapers because these
perceptions are indicative considering the ways older people are cared for.
METHOD: We used an ethnographic design in the textual reality. The data consists of articles in three
main daily newspapers during three months in the spring of 2012 (newspapers n=268). We based the
article selection on a sampling strategy applying inclusion and exclusion criteria. Finally, we selected 101
articles for the analysis. We analyzed the articles using the inductive thematic analysis. When analyzing, we
considered the texts as one entity and not analyzing separately for every informant group occurring in the
articles.
RESULT: Altogether we identified three depictions considering older people and describing society’s
perceptions about them. Two depictions, Being looked after and Being engaged in describe different kind
of older people in terms of personal characteristics, residential environment, societal participation, the responsibility of one’s health and actors involved in their care. Third depiction, Advocating for older people,
describe society’s reactions in relation to older people population in terms of expectations of change in
the care of older people, aiming for equality of older people and anticipation of humanity towards older
people.
CONCLUSION: The results extend the understanding of society’s perceptions about older people. Overall, all older people and their care were regarded important in the society going together with the idea of
the Nordic welfare model. However, there existed very opposed division among older people which can be
considered matter requiring attention. The division was not being dictated by the chronological age as
often brought out in the previous literature. Noting that nurses’ perceptions are not independent of
general societal perceptions, the nurses need to understand the influence of media depictions on their own
perceptions. That is, media depictions indicate how older people are cared for.
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Longitudinal study on sexual satisfaction and quality of life
among older people in Indonesia
Santosa A, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; Öhman A, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; Hakimi M,
Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta, Indonesia; Ng N, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden.
AIM: This study aims to assess how sexual activity and satisfaction changed among older people and how
these changes influenced their quality of life (QoL).
METHOD: A three-year follow-up survey in 2010 was conducted among 11,753 people over 50 years old
in the INDEPTH WHO Study of global AGEing and adult health (SAGE) in rural Purworejo Districts.
Respondents were asked if they were engaged in any sexual activities in the last 12 months, and if they
were satisfied with their sexual life. Respondents were asked to grade their overall QoL from very good to
very poor. Multivariable logistic regression was used to examine the effects of changes in sexual activity
and satisfaction, and their interactions, on poor QoL. The analyses were controlled for age, education,
widowhood, socio-economic status, self-reported chronic diseases and chronic pains.
RESULT: About 10% of the respondents died and 9% were lost to follow-up. About 48% and 58% of
respondents reported poor QoL in baseline and follow-up, respectively. Women reported poorer QoL,
less engagement in sexual activity, and were slightly dissatisfied with their sexual life. Men and women
who become abstinence from sex (18% in total) reported better QoL (OR=0.72 and OR=0.66, p<0.001,
respectively). Men and women who become dissatisfied in their active sexual life (19% in total) reported
poorer QoL (OR=1.9 and OR=1.8, p<0.001, respectively). Men who become sexually active reported four
time higher odds of poor QoL if they were dissatisfied than those who were satisfied. Other significant
predictors of poor QoL in men and women include age>70 years old, poorer SES, history of cardiovascular
diseases, stroke, diabetes, and chronic respiratory diseases. Man who reported chronic musculoskeletal pain
had poorer QoL (p<0.05), while women who become widowed had twice higher odds to report poor QoL
(p<0.001).
CONCLUSION: Sexual satisfaction is an important determinant for good quality of life among older
people experiencing transition in their sexual life. Multi-dimensions health care promotion should be developed to help older people progressing through this phase of their sexual life smoothly.
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Nutritional competence and food policies in municipalities
related to food provision in home help services for old people
Skinnars Josefsson M, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; Mattsson Sydner Y, Uppsala University,
Uppsala, Sweden; Nydahl M, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; Fjellström C, Uppsala University, Uppsala,
Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this study was to investigate the nutritional competence, frequency of food policies in
Swedish municipalities, and the relation to food provision outcomes in home help services for old people.
METHOD: A questionnaire was distributed to all municipalities in Sweden (N= 290), in cooperation
with the National Board of Health and Welfare in 2006, to study the provision of food for old people
organized by municipalities. The program SPSS for Windows version 14.0 was used for data registration
and analysis. The main fields of interest in this study were size of municipality, access to nutritional competence, presence of food policy and adherence to it along with food solutions for care recipients with home
help service.
RESULT: The response rate was 80 % (n=232). Two-thirds of the municipalities (n=162) relied on a food
policy in their work. Of those, fifty percent or more reported that their policy document included the following; nutritional content and care, hygiene, sensory qualities, target-adjusted menus and service-related
aspects. Almost 90 % (n=141) reported policy adherence, with hygienic aspects and customer satisfaction
as the most frequent targets of control. For old people receiving food provision in home help service, municipally produced meal boxes is the most common solution used by 71 % (n=161), with the exception of
the metropolitan municipalities, which all used procured meal boxes as one of several alternatives. Cooking
from raw ingredients in the care recipient’s home is a rarely offered alternative, available in 14 % of the
municipalities. Correlation was found between food policy and municipality, with increasing presence by
the size of the municipality. Further correlation was found between access to nutritional competence, such
as administrative or clinical dietitians, and the prevalence of food policy.
CONCLUSION: Municipal size and nutritional competence are important factors in relation to the work
of food policy. The meal box is the predominant solution. With an expanding organization of home help
services due to a growing proportion of old people, further research in this area is needed.
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Loneliness among older people:
Results from the Swedish study on aging and care – Blekinge
Taube E, Lund University, Malmö, Sweden; Kristensson J, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Midlöv P, Lund
University, Malmö, Sweden; Holst G, Blekinge Institute of Technology, Karlskrona, Sweden; Jakobsson U, Lund
University, Malmö, Sweden.
AIM: To investigate the prevalence and predictors of loneliness in older people (aged 78+) over a six-year
period.
METHOD: The sample (n=828) was drawn from the Swedish National Study on Aging and Care and the
respondents were followed up at three and six years. Data were collected by means of structural interviews
with supplementary questionnaires.
RESULT: Half of the respondents reported that they felt lonely sometimes or more often. Women,
widows/-ers and living alone were more prone to report loneliness. Both independent associated factors
and predictors were identified showing that loneliness is associated with and predicted by both physical
and psychosocial outcomes.
CONCLUSION: Loneliness is very common among the oldest people (78+) and once a person becomes
lonely they will probably continue to feel lonely. Factors associated with and predictors for loneliness have
been shown to encompass both physical and psychological aspects on a multi-level. However, it seems that
those factors which can be directly linked to psychological wellbeing are the major causes for older people
being or becoming lonely. In clinical practice it is important to recognize loneliness as a common issue,
which needs to be targeted actively, mainly by means of psychosocial interventions covering emotional
loneliness and social isolation, in order to prevent or alleviate it.
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Reliability of clinical surrogate measures of physical capacity
in acutely admitted old medical patients
Bodilsen A C, Clinical Research Centre and Department of Physiotherapy, Copenhagen University
Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark; Juul-Larsen HG Clinical Research Centre, Copenhagen University Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark; Petersen J, Clinical Research Centre, Copenhagen University Hospital, Hvidovre,
Denmark; Beyer N, Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation Research Unit, Department of Physiotherapy, Copenhagen
University Hospital, Bispebjerg, Denmark.; Andersen O, Clinical Research Centre, Copenhagen University
Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark, Bandholm T, Clinical Research Centre, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery and
Department of Physiotherapy, Copenhagen University Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark.
INTRODUCTION: In community-living older persons, simple measures of physical capacity are found
to predict loss of function, hospitalization, nursing home admission and mortality. Studies of their applicability in hospitalized older medical patients are still few and reliability studies are lacking.
AIM: The aim of this study was to assess the feasibility and inter-rater reliability of three simple measures
of physical capacity in older acutely admitted patients.
METHOD: An inter-rater reliability study. During the first 24 hours of hospitalization 52 patients
performed; handgrip strength (HGS), 4 meter walking test (WT), and 30 sec. chair stand (CS) two times
separated by three hours rest. The relative inter-rater reliability was expressed as the intra-class correlation
coefficient (ICC1,1) followed by a lower limit 95% confidence interval (LL95%). The absolute inter-rater
reliability was expressed as the standard error of measurement (SEM) and the smallest real difference at the
95% level (SRD95).
RESULT: Mean age was 78 years (± 8.3). Feasibility: Respectively 100 % and 77 % of the patients completed HGS and WT without any adverse events reported. The main reason for not performing the WT
was not being able to walk. CS was completed by 51 %, as many patients could not rise from a chair
without using the armrests.
Inter-rater reliability: No significant between-rater bias was found for any of the tests. The ICC1,1 for
HGS, WT and CS were 0.95 (LL95% 0.92), 0.92 (LL95% 0.73) and 0.86 (LL95% 0.65) respectively.
The SEM for HGS, WT and CS were 1.7 kg, 0.4 sec. and 1.1 repetitions with SRD95 on 4.8 kg, 1.2 sec.
and 3.1 repetitions.
CONCLUSION: The HGS, WT and CS were performed without adverse event in older acute hospitalized patients. Half of the patients could not perform the CS without the use of armrests. The inter-rater
reliability of the HGS and WT was high with acceptable measurement errors both at the group level (SEM)
and at the individual level (SRD). The inter-rater reliability of CS was moderate with large measurement
errors. Therefore the use of the CS to identify frail older acute hospitalized patients is questionable.
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Health related quality of life among community-dwelling older women:
a population based study in Åland
Boman E, Åland University of Applied Sciences, Mariehamn, Finland / Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; Häggblom A, Åland University of Applied Sciences, Mariehamn, Finland; Nygren B, Umeå University,
Umeå, Sweden; Lundman B, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; Santamäki-Fischer R, Åland University of
Applied Sciences, Mariehamn, Finland / Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this study was to explore health related quality of life among community dwelling older
women.
METHOD: A population-based cross-sectional study was performed in the Åland Islands, a self-governing
island society in Finland with approximately 28 500 inhabitants. All women aged 65+ (N=2724) were
sent a questionnaire with the SF-12 Health Survey, including measurements of physical (PCS) and mental
health components (MCS), as well as the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) and the Sense of Coherence
Scale (SOC). It also included questions about important relations and activities as well as questions about
physical, emotional and economic factors. Multiple regression analyses were performed to find factors
independently explaining the variation in physical respectively mental health. A total number of 1023
participants, which fully replied the SF-12 Health survey, were included (mean age 72.9 SD 6.8). Dropouts were found to be older and probably represented the frailest older, but the result could be generalized
to older women living at home.
RESULT: Participants rated there HRQoL high (PCS 43.6±10.7; MCS 54.9±7.9). Absence of depression,
feeling younger than one’s own age, lack of diagnosed disease(s), possibility to be outdoor whenever wishes
and younger age explained xx.x% of the variance in physical health. Absence of depression as well as strong
sense of coherence explained xx.x% of the variance in mental health.
CONCLUSION: Old women on Åland rate health related quality of live relatively high compared with
earlier studies. Factors explaining variances in physical respectively mental health differ, except for depression though prevalence was low. Even so it could be of special interest, to meet up with the challenges
that come with an ageing population and to promote health related quality of life, to focus resources on
preventing and screening for as well as treat depression.
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What affects technology use over time
in older adults with mild cognitive impairment?
Hedman A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Nygård L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; Almkvist O, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Kottorp A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden.
AIM: Longitudinal research regarding use of everyday technology in persons with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) has so far been lacking. This study aimed to longitudinally examine everyday technology use
in older adults newly classified with MCI by empirically testing five predefined assumptions regarding
factors potentially influencing the amount of everyday technology used.
METHOD: 37 participants newly diagnosed with MCI were recruited at a specialized outpatient memory clinic in Stockholm. Data was collected at inclusion, 6, 12 and 24 months on perceived difficulty
in everyday technology use, activity involvement, and cognitive and diagnostic status. Additionally, age
group and educational level were used as independent variables. Firstly, RMANOVA was conducted to
establish whether the amount of everyday technology changed between baseline and follow up occasions.
This amount was measured as the proportion of all everyday technology items in the Everyday Technology
Use Questionnaire (ETUQ) that were self-reported to be in use. Secondly, a mixed-linear-effect model was
used to identify which variables over time affected the amount of everyday technology used.
RESULT: Preliminary results showed a significant decrease over time on the amount of everyday technology used. Beside the time effect, more perceived difficulty in everyday technology use, less activity involvement, decreased cognitive status, and older age group significantly increased non-use of technology. Two
years after inclusion 31% of the participants had conversed to dementia, but neither diagnostic status nor
education group could predict the amount of everyday technology in use over time.
CONCLUSION: Increasing non-use of everyday technology is reported the first two years after memory
investigation in older adults with MCI. This process is influenced by other aspects than conversion to
dementia. Clinical evaluation of the impact of technology non-use on valued activities is important, to
prevent restrictions in participation.
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Potentially inappropriate medication related to weakness
in older acute medical patients
Jensen LD, Copenhagen University Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark; Hallin M, Copenhagen University
Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark; Andersen O, Copenhagen University Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark; Petersen J,
Copenhagen University Hospital, Hvidovre, Denmark.
INTRODUCTION: The aging process is associated with physiological changes, which can impact pharmacodynamics and -kinetics, and increase the risk of adverse drug reactions (ADRs). Drugs that are inappropriate for use in older people are called potentially inappropriate medications (PIMs). The use of
PIMs is common among the older population. PIMs can expose older people to a greater risk of ADRs,
and may cause hospitalizations. Only a few studies have examined the potential influence of the use of
PIMs on functional status, cognitive status, health-related quality of life (HRQOL), visual acuity and
handgrip strength in older people. AIM. To evaluate the relationship between the use of PIMs and weakness measured by functional status, cognitive status, HRQOL, visual acuity and handgrip strength.
METHOD: Patients aged ≥65 years admitted to the Emergency Ward during the period October to
December 2011 were included. Patients were interviewed at admission and at a follow-up visit 30 days
after discharge. Data included information about medications, social status, functional status, cognitive
status, HRQOL, visual acuity, handgrip strength, and comorbidities, and was prospectively collected.
PIMs were evaluated according to the red-yellow-green list, which is a Danish list of PIMs based on Beers
Criteria. Polypharmacy was defined as >4 drugs. The Charlson Comorbidity Index was used to categorize
comorbidities.
RESULTS: Seventy-one patients (55% men) with a median age of 79 years participated. The median
number of drugs was eight per person. 80% were exposed to polypharmacy. PIMs occurred in 85% of the
participants, and PIMs were associated with low function status (p=0.032), reduced HRQOL (p=0.005),
and low handgrip strength (p=0.006), but morbidity as assessed by Charlson Comorbidity Index (p=0.63),
age (p=0.60), sex (p=0.53), education (p=0.94), cognition (p=0.10), or visual acuity (p=0.55) were not
associated with PIMs.
CONCLUSION: The use of PIMs was associated with weakness, defined as low functional status, reduced HRQOL, and low handgrip strength, but was not associated with morbidity as assessed by Charlson
Comorbidity Index, cognitive status, and visual acuity.
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Older persons’, with multi-morbidity, experiences of receiving healthcare
Lindvall A, Blekinge Institute of Technology, Karlskrona, Sweden; Kristensson J, Lund University, Lund,
Sweden; Willman A, Malmö University, Malmö, Sweden; Holst G, Blekinge Institute of Technology, Karlskrona,
Sweden.
AIM: The aim was to illuminate older persons with multi-morbidity experiences of receiving healthcare in
order to improve the health system.
METHOD: Interviews with fifteen older persons, (78 – 96 years, mean-age 85) with multi-morbidity and
several health care contacts during the last 12 months, concerning their experiences of receiving healthcare.
Analysis of interview transcripts was done by conventional content analysis.
RESULT: The preliminary results showed that the participants had mixed experiences of receiving healthcare. They felt safe when it was continuity in healthcare and when the staff took their time and listened to
their story. They felt respectfully treated when they were able to participate in their own care. A feeling of
being neglected was described in terms of being unwelcome when they were sent between different specialists and experienced that they did not fit in anywhere.
CONCLUSION: Older persons with multi-morbidity are a complex group and today’s health system not
always fit their complex needs. This study used a participatory design i.e. involved elderly persons with
multi morbidity in order to ask their opinion about ways to improve the health system. The preliminary
findings shows that a care for older persons with multi-morbidity have to be based on continuity, time for
dialog and participation.
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How client-centred approach was integrated in the everyday lives:
experiences of significant others to people with stroke
Bertilsson A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Johansson U, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden; von Koch L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Tham K, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Despite that people receive rehabilitation after stroke, several significant other need
to give support and assistance in activities of daily living (ADL) which is often perceived as restrictive.
Many experience increased responsibility and caregiver burden in their everyday lives. Clientcentered care
is now to be applied in health care in Sweden. However, there is a lack of knowledge regarding how a
client-centred (CADL) approach in rehabilitation is included in the everyday lives of significant others to
people receiving rehabilitation.
AIM: Explore and describe if and how CADL was integrated in significant others everyday lives over time.
METHOD: This was an exploratory longitudinal study where the principles of Grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss 1967) were applied. Seven significant others, who were cohabitant with a
person who received a CADL intervention was interviewed four times during the first 12 months after the
intervention started. The interviews were analyzed by a constant comparative method to identify patterns
of similarities and differences and change over time.
RESULT: Preliminary result described experiences how significant others took responsibility and balance
with respect for their own and the person with strokes self-esteem in everyday life. Responsibility and
balancing were linked on different levels, i.e. responsibility occurred on an overarching level and balancing
on a more concrete situational level related to activities. A process appeared, where integration seemed to
start with engagement, then balance and coaching for activities, shaping space for both needs, as time went
they experienced shared responsibility for their everyday lives and with focus of activities to look forward
to, the future started to open up.
CONCLUSION: it is important to understand the significant others experiences and actions during the
rehabilitation process to enhance and support both for the significant others and also for the healthcare
professions.
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Family caregivers experiences of formal care when caring for older persons
with dementia through the stages of the disease
Lethin C, Lund university, Lund, Sweden; Rahm Hallberg I, Lund university, Lund, Sweden; Janlöv A-C,
School of Health and Society, Kristianstad, Sweden; Karlsson S, Lund university, Lund, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of this study was to investigate family caregivers’ experiences of formal care when caring
for an older person with dementia through the stages of the disease to be able to improve formal care and
develop best practice.
METHOD: A qualitative approach with focus groups interviews was chosen. The participants were family
caregivers caring for older persons with dementia at home or in a nursing home. A total of 23 spouses and
children took part in the study. An interview guide was used and contained questions about experiences
of collaboration, communication and information with formal care. The family caregivers were also asked
about improvement of formal care. The transcribed verbatim was analysed using content analysis to find
the underlying meaning.
RESULT: The result showed various themes describing family caregivers’ experiences of formal care when
caring for an older person with dementia through the stages of the disease. The themes were predominating in one stage of the disease, but aroused in addition to a lower extent in other stages. “Being in an
unexpected life situation with changes in roles” reflected the early stage of the disease describing the transition from being a relative to becoming a caregiver. Participants expressed that information from health
care and getting knowledge was important. “Getting care resources or finding your own way” reflected the
intermediate stage of the disease and the need of resources to be able to keep on caring at home. Participants experienced that collaboration and communication with municipal and health care was essential.
“Being secure with formal care or struggling for security” reflected the last stage of the disease and family
caregivers relation to formal care usually in a nursing home. Participants expressed that communication
was important and to some degree also collaboration.
CONCLUSION: Family caregiver´s had various experiences of formal care. From family caregivers view,
formal care seems to be either supporting or troublesome when providing care to a person with dementia
through the stages of the disease. On the behalf of RightTimePlaceCare consortium.
www.righttimeplacecare.eu
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The existential life situation for spouses to persons with dementia
before and after relocating to nursing homes
Högsnes L, Mid Sweden University, Department of Health Sciences, Campus Östersund, Östersund,
Sweden; Melin-Johansson C, Mid Sweden University, Department of Health Sciences, Campus Östersund,
Östersund, Sweden; Norbergh K G, Mid Sweden University, Department of Health Sciences, Campus Sundsvall,
Sundsvall, Sweden; Danielson E, Mid Sweden University, Department of Health Sciences, Campus Östersund,
Östersund, Sweden / Institute of Health and Care Sciences, Salhlgrenska Academy, University of Gothenburg,
Gothenburg, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Dementia disease affects not only the person with dementia, but the whole family.
In particular, the life situation of the spouses is affected because of their close relationship to the ill person.
Even after relocating to nursing home spouses continue their commitment and engagement in the life of
the person with dementia. Earlier research has described that spouses life situation are strongly influenced
by the dementia disease in terms of physical, psychological, and financial aspects, nevertheless there are
limited research about the existential life situation of spouses to persons with dementia.
AIM: The aim was to describe the existential life situations of spouses who care for persons with dementia,
before and after relocation to nursing homes.
METHOD: The study is a qualitative study based on interviews with 11 spouses of persons with dementia, recruited via purposeful sampling and analyzed with interpretive content analysis.
RESULT: The main result before relocation was the spouse´s need to placing one’s own needs last to
endure the situation they were living in. They also described feelings of shame and guilt, being isolated in
one’s own home and being exposed to psychological threats and physical violence. After the relocation to
nursing home spouses described their existential life situation with feelings of guilt and freedom, but also
living with grief and thoughts of death, feelings of loneliness in the couple relationship, and striving for
acceptance despite a lack of completion.
CONCLUSION: Spouses of persons with dementia enter limit situations when they become caregivers,
and experience feelings of isolation, shame, and guilt as well as physical and psychological threat. Spouse’s
life situation changes when the person with dementia moves to a nursing home, but the spouses do not
become free from responsibility and guilt, and they therefore enter new limit situations. This is important
knowledge for health care staff to bear in mind at nursing homes when encountering spouses.
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Translation and cultural adaptation of an instrument
evaluating design quality in residential care facilities
Nordin S, Dalarna University, Falun, Sweden; Elf M, Dalarna University, Falun, Sweden; McKee K,
Dalarna University, Falun, Sweden; Wijk H, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: The population is rapidly ageing and in the near future the number of elderly will
exceed the number of children. Society faces a huge challenge providing older persons high quality care
and a dignified old age. With increasing levels of frailty many older people are depending on the physical
environment in order to manage their everyday life, and the building design is essential in supporting
quality of life and person-centered care. However, methods for evaluating design quality in residential care
facilities are lacking, especially in terms of person-centeredness. A British instrument was chosen on the
basis that it captures several aspects in the care environment of importance for the quality of life and care
for older people.
AIM: This study aims at describing the process of translating and culturally adapting a British instrument
for evaluating design quality in Swedish care facilities for older people.
METHOD and RESULT: The process involves seven phases; forward translation, reconciliation, back
translation, harmonization, cognitive debriefing, proof-reading and pre-testing. In the first phase the items
were translated from the source to the target language followed by discussions between the researchers and
the translator for reconciliation. Then the items were translated from the target language back into the
source language. After language harmonization the instrument was reviewed and discussed by an expert
group in order to identify imprecise concepts and receive valuable comments. Finally, the items were
proof-read to correct typographical errors before pre-testing the instrument. Experiences and challenges of
the procedure are discussed.
CONCLUSION: Cultural appropriate instruments are essential in order to validly measure the design
quality in residential care facilities. This study shows the complexity of translating and adapting a British
instrument for use in a Swedish care context.
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Case management for frail older people (+65):
Effects on healthcare utilisation
Sandberg M, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Kristensson J, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Midlöv P,
Lund University, Malmö, Sweden; Jakobsson U, Lund University, Malmö, Sweden.
AIM: The aim was to investigate the effects of a home-based case management intervention for frail old
people (+65) on healthcare utilisation.
METHOD: The design was a randomised controlled trail (n=153) with participants randomly assigned to
either intervention (n=80) or control group (n=73). The one year case management intervention comprised home visits made by a nurse and a physiotherapist. Group differences concerning in and outpatient
care were investigated for 12-6 and 6-0 months before, and 0-6 and 6-12 months after baseline.
RESULT: There was both significantly lower mean number and lower proportion of emergency department visits not leading to hospitalisation 6-12 months after baseline in the intervention group (0.08 vs.
0.37, p=0.041; 16.7 vs. 46.9%, p=0.012). The intervention group also had a significantly lower mean
number of visits to physicians in outpatient care 6-12 months after baseline (4.09 vs. 5.29, p=0.047).
CONCLUSION: Thus, the intervention had an effect on healthcare utilisation through a reduction in
visits to physicians in outpatient care and on emergency department visits. The effect on emergency
department visits not leading to hospitalisation means that those in the control group were more likely to
visit the emergency department for reasons that did not require hospitalisation, suggesting that they may
not have been as well monitored.
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Professional care providers and stakeholders’ views of best practice
in the chain of care for persons with dementia in Sweden
Bökberg C, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Ahlström G, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Karlsson K,
Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Rahm Hallberg I, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Janlöv A-C, School of
Health and Society, Kristianstad University, Kristianstad, Sweden.
AIM: The aim of the study was to explore professional care providers’ and stakeholders’ views of best practice and need of improvement of information, collaboration and communication in the chain of care from
diagnosis to end of life care for persons with dementia in Sweden.
METHOD: The study was carried out with an explorative qualitative design based on three focus group
interviews. Focus group interviews were chosen to highlight the collective views of professional care providers’ and stakeholders’ views of best practice in the chain of care for persons with dementia. A strategic
sample regarding professions and workplaces to represent different types of care for persons with dementia
from diagnosis to end of life care was requested. Based on focus group methodology the result was investigated by means of thematic analysis, to highlight certain topics in the research question and put them in
context.
RESULT: The participants’ views of best practices and need of improvement throughout the chain of care
for persons with dementia resulted in six themes following the trajectory of dementia. However, overtime
the diagnosis was crucial if the person with dementia should get access to specialized dementia care. In
early stage, the primary health care with team specialized in dementia acted as bridges and had close collaboration with memory clinic and home care. Then the disease progress the person with dementia had less
frequent contacts with primary health care. In the middle stage, the day care played an important role in
information delivery between home and institutional care. In the latest stage, the relatives had an important role as proxy for the person with dementia giving information about desires in the care.
CONCLUSION: A well-functioning network between different professional care providers seems to have
an impact on best practice in the chain of care for persons with dementia so they could remain at home
despite loss of mental and physical functions.
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Relocation to ordinary or special housing in very old age:
Aspects of Housing and Health
Granbom M, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Löfqvist C, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Horstmann V,
Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Haak M, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; Iwarsson S, Lund University, Lund,
Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Moving in very old age is considered to be a major life event and relocation and
housing options for older people is a hot topic in the public debate across Europe. Dementia, cognitive
decline, to be dependent on help to perform activities of daily living (ADL), frailty and depression are
frequently reported predictors of relocation to special housing. Still, the knowledge on other factors besides
health-related, that predict moves to special housing as well as factors that predict moves to ordinary housing, is insufficient.
AIM: Applying an ecological perspective, the aim of this prospective study over four years was to explore
which aspects of housing and health that predict relocation to ordinary or special housing among very old
people.
METHOD: Data from the Swedish part of the ENABLE-AGE Project were utilized. At baseline, the participants (80-89 years old) lived alone in ordinary housing (N=384; 25% men). Data collection at home
visits included assessments and observations on aspects of objective and perceived housing and health.
Dates of moves, deaths, and new addresses were obtained from the Public National Registry within four
years from baseline.
RESULT: After four years, 18% (n=70) participants had moved, either to ordinary housing (n=24) or to
special housing (n=46). Cox regression models showed dependence in the ADL cleaning, perceived functional independence, and living in a one-family house to predict moves to ordinary housing. Dependence
in the ADL cooking, cognitive deficits, and accessibility problems predicted moves to special housing.
CONCLUSION: The findings indicate that up to four years in advance, specific but diverse aspects of
housing and health are related to moves either to ordinary or special housing. This study supports the need
to consider components of person-environment interactions in order to deepen our knowledge on relocation in very old age. This knowledge has also practical implications for health care personnel supporting
very old people in relocation counseling, as well as in societal planning targeting the living situation for
very old people.
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Relations between use of everyday technology and
performing everyday activities in people with
Alzheimer’s disease or Mild Cognitive Impairment
Ryd C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Nygård L, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Öhman A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Kottorp A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Everyday technology (ET) is becoming increasingly important in everyday life and
is especially challenging for people with cognitive impairments such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or Mild
Cognitive Impairment (MCI). This may have implications for their demonstrated quality in performing
daily activities. In order to identify and support people with AD or MCI when performing ADL including
ET, more knowledge is needed about what specific ADL skills that are associated with problems in using
ET.
AIM: This study aims to investigate the relationship between difficulties to use everyday technology and
the ADL motor and process skills among people with AD or MCI.
METHOD: Approximately 70 persons with AD in mild stage or MCI are included in this study. Each
participant is interviewed with the Short form Everyday Technology Use Questionnaire (S-ETUQ) and
also evaluated with the observation-based Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS) in self-chosen
and relevant ADL tasks including the use of ET. The relationship between the participants perceived difficulties in generic ET use and the ADL motor- and process ability measures are explored using correlation- and regression analyzes.
RESULT: Preliminary findings indicate that there is a relationship between ability to perform ADL and
use of everyday technology. The strengths of relationships and their implications for intervention strategies
are further discussed.
CONCLUSION: The findings contributes with new knowledge about the relationship between ET and
ADL ability among people with AD or MCI that can be used to facilitate/maintain independence and
participation for these people in homes and society.
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Explaining the variance in person-centredness across dementia care units
Sjögren K, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; Lindkvist M, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden; Sandman
P-O, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Zingmark K, County Council of Norrbotten, Luleå, Sweden;
Edvardsson D, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia / Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Person-centredness is a multidimensional concept describing high quality / best
practice care, and is used as a fundament for a humanistic dementia care. Theory suggests that a number
of factors related to environment, organization and staff can facilitate or hinder person-centredness in
residential care facilities, but few large studies have investigated this empirically.
AIM: To investigate the extent to which person-centredness in residential care units is explained by factors
related to residents, staff, organization and environment.
METHOD: The study had a cross sectional quantitative design. Staff (n=1213) and residents with cognitive impairment (n=1261) in 151 residential care units throughout Sweden participated. Staff completed
questionnaires containing demographic variables, assessments of person-centredness, psychosocial climate,
social support, job strain, and variables related to organization and physical environment. Resident data on
functional abilities, cognitive scores, and ADL-capacity was collected by proxy. Statistical analyses of correlations, mean differences, and multiple linear regression analysis were conducted.
RESULT: Person-centredness was related to a number of organizational, environmental factors, and some
resident and staff variables. The psychosocial unit climate, time enough to be with residents, a shared
philosophy of care, and levels of job strain explained most of the variance of person-centredness.
CONCLUSION: These empirical findings support the theoretical assumption that the environment is an
important aspect of person-centredness. Thus, promoting a positive and supportive psychosocial environment, prioritising being with residents, establishing a shared, humanistic philosophy of care, and enabling
staff to have control over their work seems to be important implications for managers and leaders in residential aged care.
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Activity in persons with Alzheimer’s disease
during and after therapy dog visits
Swall A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Fagerberg I, Ersta Sköndal University, Stockholm,
Sweden; Ebbeskog B, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Lundh Hagelin C, Sophiahemmet University,
Stockholm, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Living with Alzheimer’s disease, and having a level of moderate to severe dementia
might include a need for assistance in daily life due to cognitive impairment and different symptoms.
Situations based on behavioural and psychological symptoms of the disease might be difficult for both
persons and professional caregivers and may cause affected activity for the person, with both increased and
decreased activity. Animal-assisted therapy has been described to have a calming effect on persons with
Alzheimer’s disease regarding for example decreased blood pressure.
AIM: To describe how continuous visits by a prescribed and scheduled therapy dog affect persons with
Alzheimer’s disease’s daytime and night-time activity.
METHOD: This longitudinal study followed five persons with Alzheimer’s disease during a period of 16
weeks, including prescribed therapy dog visits for 10 weeks. Registration of activity curves with an Actiwatch were made during this period. The result was analyzed using descriptive statistics.
RESULT: Prescribed therapy dog visits seems to influence the activity among persons with Alzheimer’s
disease. The activity differ from one person to another during both day and night time, the results shows
that 3 out of 5 persons with Alzheimer’s disease reached their purpose of activity.
CONCLUSION: Prescribed therapy dogs might affect activity in persons with Alzheimer’s disease, depending on the purspose of the therapy dog visits.
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Nurses’ documentation of nursing care within Advanced Home Care
Öhlén A, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; Forsberg C, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden;
Broberger E, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden.
INTRODUCTION: Nursing documentation of patient problems and responses to care are essential in
terms of patient safety and well-being. In Advanced Home Care (AHC) where communication between
nurses and interprofessionally is essential, poor documentation might be a threat to high quality care and
patient safety.
AIM: The aim of this study was to describe documentation of nursing care within AHC.
METHOD: This is a descriptive qualitative study of nurse documentation from 60 patient records collected from two AHC-units in the Stockholm area. An inductive document analysis with a content analysis
was used.
RESULT: The nursing documentation revealed that nurses performed either planned or acute care. The
most frequently documented nursing care was performed according to a predetermined care plan or by
subscription from a physician. Administering intravenous infusions and blood transfusions, sampling,
dressing and bandaging were commonly documented. The nurse-patient contact often seemed to be by
telephone, but this was not always clearly documented. A significant part of nursing documentation
concerned education or advice to patients or family members. Nurses’ documentation also consisted of
coordination and team work including contacts and cooperation with other health care professionals.
Documentation revealed that nurses also performed acute care mainly due to emergency calls. The most
common documented reasons for emergency calls were pain, unexpected bleeding or fever related to different infections.
CONCLUSION: Within AHC in which nurses and other health care providers visit the patient homes
at different times, it is even more important that information concerning patient status and follow ups is
evident. This study shows that this was not always the case. Documentation was often fragmented and it
was hard to find certain information and follow the nursing process. Difficulties in finding accurate patient
data could threaten patient safety within AHC, and therefore creating accurate and comprehensive nursing
documentation is of utmost importance.
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